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PREFACE 

The original Recovery Plan for Marine Turtles was approved by the Assistant Administrato~ for Fisheries, 
National Marine Fisheries Service, September 19, 1984. The plan included the loggerhead (Caretta 
caretta), green turtle (Chelonia mydas), hawksbill (Eretmochelys imbricata), leatherback (Dennochelys 
coriacea), and Kemp's ridley (Lepidochelys kempf). 

The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and National Marine Fisheries Service share the responsibmty for 
sea turtle recovery under the authority of the Endangered Species Act of 1973, as amended. In an effort 
to better coordinate a recovery program for se:a turtles, both Services recognized the need to reassess 
present conservation efforts and consider the n(~w biological information available since approval of the 
original recovery plan. To accomplish this, the Services created a Loggerhead/Gmen Turtle Recovery 
Team, LeatherbacklHawksbill Recovery Team and a Kemp's Ridley Recovery Te:am. The Recovery 
Teams have developed separate species plans to provide greater focus and emphasize the uniqueness of 
individual species. This revision was undertaken by the Loggerhead/Gn~n Turtle Recovery Team 
consisting of the following team members: 

Dr. Llewellyn M. Ehrhart, Team Leader 
University of Central Florida 

Dr. Karen A. Bjorndal 
Archie Carr Center for Sea Turtle Research, University of Florida 

Dr. Terry A. Henwood 
National Marine Fisheries Service 

Ms. Barbara A. Schroeder 
Florida Department of Natural Resources 

Ms. Sally R. Murphy 
South Carolina Department of Wildlife and Marine Resources 

Mr. Earl E. Possardt 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 

This revised plan incorporates the new format tllat has become standard in recovery plans in recent years. 
It is intended to serve as a guide that delineates and schedules those actions believed necessary to restore 
the Atlantic green turtle as a viable self-sustaining element of its ecosystem. It is recognized that some 
of the tasks described in the plan are well underway. The inclusion of tl1ese ongoing tasks represents an 
awareness of their importance, and offers support for tl1eir continuation. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Current status: The loggerhead is federally listed as threatened worldwide. Nesting in the 
United States occurs primarily along North Carolina (1.0 percent), South Carolina (6.5 percent), 
Georgia (1.5 percent), and Florida (91 percent) beaches and accounts for approximately one
third of the world population. Nesting trends are declining in Georgia and South Carolina, 
unknown in North Carolina and appear stable in Florida. Coastal development threatens nesting 
habitat and populations while commercial fisheries and pollution lX,se significant thr~its in the 
marine environment. 

Goal: The recovery goal is to delist the species in the United States once recovery criteria are 
met. 

Recovery criteria: The southeastern United States population of the~ loggerhead can be 
considered for delisting if, over a period of 25 years, the following conditions are met: 

1. The adult female population in Florida is increasing and in North Carolina, South Carolina 
and Georgia, it has returned to pre-!istir'6 nesting levels (NC := 800 nests/season; SC = 
10,000 nests/season; GA - 2,000 nests/season). 

2. At least 25 percent (560 km) of all available nesting beaches (2240 km) is in public 
ownership, is distributed over the c~ntire nesting range and encompasses greater than 50 
percent of the nesting activity. 

3. All priority one tasks have been successfully implemented. 

Actions needed: Six major actions are needed to achieve recovery. 

1. Provide long-term protection to important nesting beaches. 
2. Ensure at least 60 percent hatch success on major nesting beaches. 
3. Implement effective lighting ordinance:s or lighting plans on all major nesting beaches 

within each State. 
4. Determine distribution and seasonal movements for all life stages in marine environment. 
5. Minimize mortality from commercial fisheries. 
6. Re{iuce threat from marine pollution. 

Date of recovery: If funds are available to accomplish recovery tasY.5 and lIlew information does 
not indicate other limiting factors, the anticipated date of recovery is 201:5. 

Total cost of recovery: * 

Land acquisition: 
Actions on nesting beaches 
Actions in marine environment 

$90,000,000 
$12,200,000 
$49,500,000 

*$145,700,000 of these costs are shared wilth actions identified in the Gn~n Turtle Recovery Plan. 
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PART L INTRODUCTION 

Taxonomy: The loggerhead was desclibed by Linnaeus (1758) Cllnd named Testudo caretta. 
Over the next two centuries more than 35 names were applied to the species (Dodd, 1988), but 
there is now general agreement on Caretta caretta as the valid name. While Der.miyagala 
described an Indo-Pacific form as C. gigas in 1933, he revised that view in 1939 to hold that 
gigas was only a subspecies of C. caretta and the genus has generally been regarded as 
monot)'Pic since that time. The subspecitfic designation of gigas has likewise been challenged 
persuasively (Brongersma, 1961; Pritchard, 1979; among others). Dodd (1988) has declared 
flatly that "the diagnostic characters used to distinguish C. c. gigas from C. c. caretta are not 
valid." Thorough synonymies and taxonomic reviews of this form are given most recently by 
Pritchard and Trebbau (1984) and Dodd (1988). 

Description: The carapace of adult and subadult loggerheads is reddish-brown. The dorsal and 
laterallhead scales and the dorsal scales of the extremities are also Hxldish-brown, but with light 
yellow margins that vary enough in extent to provide considerable disparity in appearance among 
individuals. The unsealed area of the integument (neck, shoulders, limb bases) are dull brown 
above and medium yellow laterally and ventrally. The plastron is also medium yellow. 1be 
thick, bony carapace is covered by non··imbricated horny scutes. There are 5 pairs of costals 
(pleurals), 11 or 12 pairs of marginals, 5 vertebrals and a nuchal (precentral) that is in contact 
with the first costal. Ventrally there are usually three pairs of poreless inframarginals, paired 
gulars, humerals, pectDralS, abdominals, femorals and anals. An interanal is variable and 
incDnstant. Mean straight carapace length (sCL) of adult southeastern United States loggerheads 
is about 92 cm; corresponding mean body mass is about 113 kg. Elsewhere adult loggerheads 
are somewhat smaller, on average, the most notable being those in ColDmbia (Kaufmann, 1975), 
Greece (MargaritDulis, 1982) and Tongaland (Hughes, 1975). Loggerheads rarely exceed 122 
cm sCL and 227 kg mass in the modem day. 

Hatchlings lack the reddish tinge and vary from light to dark brown dorsally. Both pairs 
of appe:ndages are dark brown above and have distinct white margins. The plastron and other 
ventral surfaces may be described as dull yellowish tan and th~:re is usually some brown 
pigmentation in the phalangeal portiDn cf the web ventrally. At hatching mean body mass is 
about 20 g and mean sCL is about 45 mm. Hatchlings have three dorsal keels and two plastral 
ones. 

Population Distribution and Size: The geographic distribution of Caretta caretta includes the 
tempenite and tropical waters of both hemispheres. The species inhabits the continental shelves 
and estuarine environments along the margins of the Atlantic, Pacific and Indian Oceans. In the 
Westem Hemisphere it ranges as far north as Newfoundland (Squires, 1954) and as far south 
as Arg~:ntina (Frazier, 1984) and Chile OFrazier and Salas, 1982). The nesling range is confined 
to lower latitudes, but loggerhead nesting is clearly concentrated in the north and south 
temperate zones and subtropics. Pritchard (1979) used the term "antitropical" tD describe llhe 
aversiDn exhibited by loggerheads to beaches in Central America, northern South America and 
throughout the Old WDrld Tropics. Notalble exceptions to this rule woulld include the largest 
known nesting aggregation, on ~sira.h and the Kuria Muria Islands of Oman (Ross and 
Barwafli, 1982) and perhaps, the recently reported nesting assemblage on the Caribbean coast 



of Quintana Roo (R. Gil, pers. comm.). Worldwide, about 88 percent of loggerhead nesting 
occurs in the southeastern United States, Oman, and Australia. In the western Atlantic the great 
bulk of the nesting occurs along the southeastern United States coast, with approximately 80 
percent occurring in Brevard, Indian River, St. Lucie, Martin, Palm Beach and Broward 
Counties in Florida. There are also significant nesting assemblages in Georgia, South Carolina, 
North Carolina and along the Gulf Coast of southwest Florida. 

It is not possible, at present, to estimate the size of the loggerhead population in United States 
territorial waters if one includes subadults. There is, however, general agreement with Meylan 
(1982) that enumeration of nesting females provides a useful index to population size and 
stability. The estimate of 14,150 females nesting per year in the southeastern United States 
given by Murphy and Hopkins (1984) cmd based on aerial survey data frOim 1983, was accepted 
by Ma.ger (1985) and more recently by Ehrhart (1989) as the current best approximation. Given 
Murphy and Hopkins' (1984) stochastically derived mean number of nests per female (4.1), this 
figure provides an estimate of approximately 58,000 nests deposited per year in the Southeast. 
Based on more extensive ground and aerial surveys throughout the Southeast in recent years 
(1987 to 1990), it is estimated that approximately 50,000-70,000 nests :are deposited annually 
(FDNR, unpubl. data; GDNR, unpubl. data; SCWMRD, unpubl. data; NCDNR, unpubl. data). 
These totals constitute about 35 to 40 percent of the loggerhead nesting known worldwide and 
clearly rank the southeastern United States aggregation as the second largest in the world, with 
the somewhat larger Oman assemblage being the only other truly large group remaining 
anywhere (Ross, 1982). 

Status: The loggerhead was listed on July 28, 1978, as a threatened species under the 
Endarlgered Species Act of 1973. Internationally it is considered "Vulnerable" by the nJCN 
(Groombridge, 1982) and is listed in Appendix I of the Convention on International Trade in 
Endangered Species of Flora and Fauna (CITES). In a rCC(~nt review, Ehrhart (1989), 
considered consequences of life tables a.nd! population models (Richardson and Richardson, 1982; 
Frazer, 1983; Crouse et at., 1987), mortality rates in the Southeast; population declin~:!s in South 
Carolina and Georgia; and Murphy and Hopkins' (1984) estimate of annual mean clutch 
production per female. Ehrhart concluded that the stock of loggerheads represented by females 
that nest in the Southeast is continuing to decline. 

Biological Characteristics: The r~nt literature dealing with loggerhead biology is extensive 
and only a brief treatment is warranted here. However, a number of thorough synops<~s of 
loggerhead biology are currently available. The most recent and (~xtensive is the work of Dodd 
(1988) but those of Pritchard and Trebbau (1984) and Groombridge (1982) are also very 
comprehensive and useful. 

Habitat: As a generality, adult female loggerheads select high energy beaches on barrier 
strands adjacent to continental land masses for nesting. There is some evidence that steeply 
sloped beaches with gradually sloped offshore approaches are favored (Provancha and Ehrhart, 
1987). After leaving the beach, hatchlilngs apparently swim directly offshore and eventually 
become associated with Sargassum and/or debris in pelagic drift lines that result from current 
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convergl:::nces (Carr, 1986a; 1986b; 1987). The evidence suggests that when post-hatchlings 
become a part of the Sargasswn raft community they remain there as juve:niles, riding current 
gyres for several years and growing to 40 to 50 cm sCL. At that point they abandon the pelagic 
habitat, migrate to the near-shore and estuarine waters along continental margins and utilize 
those areas as the developmental habitat for the subadult stage. In most nearshore waters in the 
Southea.st, adults and subadults appear to use the same habitat. In some of the inshore waters 
such as the Indian River Lagoon of east Florida the subadults are virtually isolated from the 
adults, whose foraging areas outside of the: nesting season are apparently in the Bahamas, the 
Antilles or the Gulf of Mexico. Habitat SI:::lection is not well understood but it seems clear that 
adults can utilize a variety of habitats. Remote recoveries of females tagged in Florida indicate 
that many migrate to the Gulf of Mexico, often to the turbid, detritus··laden, muddy-bottom bays 
and bayous of the northern Gulf Coast. Still others apparently occupy th(~ clear waters of the 
Bahamas and Antilles, with sandy bottoms, reefs and shoals that constitute a totally different 
type of habitat. Nothing is known of thl::: relative periods of time that loggerheads may spend 
in these disparate habitats or of their propensity to move from one to another. 

Diet:: While the list of food items eaten by loggerheads is lengthy and includes inveItebrates 
from eight phyla (Dodd, 1988), it is clear that subadult and adult loggerheads are, fust and 
foremost, predators of benthic invertebrates such as gastropod and pel~~ypod molluscs and 
decapod crustaceans. Coelenterates and cephalopod molluscs are also taken by larger turtles but 
these invertebrates are especially favored by loggerheads in the pelagic stage. Most of the 
evidence for the latter statement comes from the island groups of the eastern Atlantic (van 
Nierop :and den Hartog, 1984). Post-hatchling loggerheads evidently ingest macroplankton 
associatt~ with "weed lines." In one of the few studies of post-hatchling food habits in the 
southeastern United States, Carr and Meylan (1980) found two species of small ga'itropods 
characteristic of the Sargasswn raft community as well as fragments of crustaceans and the 
Sargasswn plant itself. Although Brongersma (1972) listed Syngnathid fishe:s among loggerhead 
food items, this species is not a fish eater in any primary sense. Loggerheads may scavenge fish 
or fish parts or ingest fish incidentally in some circumstances. 

Growth: While a number of work(~rs have reported growth rates of post-hatchling and 
juvenile loggerheads in captivity (e.g., Witham and Futch, 1977), such information is totally 
lacking for these stages in the wild. In captivity young loggerheads can grow to about 63 cm 
CL and 37 kg in mass in 4.5 years (pm'ker, 1926). In wild subadults, Limpus (1979) has 
reported linear growth rates of 1.5 cm/yr in Austr:a1ia and Mendonca (1981) has reporu~ 
average linear growth rates of 5.9 cm/yr in Florida. It seems clear now that growth rates of 
subadults decrease with increasing carapace length (i.e. growth is not linear). Although they 
lacked data for loggerheads smaller than 53 cm sCL, Frazer and Ehrhart (1985) fitted growth 
data for Florida subadults to both logistic and van Bertalanffy curves and estimated age at 
maturity as 12 to 30 years. 

Repr'oduction: It has been assumed for some time that, males migrate with females from 
distant foraging areas to the waters off nesting beaches and that courtship and mating talee place 
there. The few reports concerning the seasonality of mating clearly place it in the late March-
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early June period (Caldwell, 1959; Caldwell et al., 1959a; Fritts et aI., 1983). While a few 
adult males may remain off the Florida coast throughout the year (Henwood, 1987), most of 
them apparently depart by about mid-June, leaving the females to ascend the nesting beaches and 
deposit clutches throughout the summer. Nevertheless, courtship and mating are not well studied 
in loggerheads (or other sea turtles), and there is no doubt that this and virtually every other 
aspect of the biology of male loggerhead needs further research and clarification. 

In Ithe southeastern United States adult females begin to nest as early as late April (some 
years) and they continue to do so until (~ly September. Nesting activity is greatest, however, 
in June and July. In Georgia, South Carolina and North Carolina the sc(l.SOn generally begins 
in mid·-May and ends by mid-August. l....oggerheads are known to nest from one to seven times 
within a nesting season (falbert et al., 1980; Richardson and Richardson, 1982; Lenarz el al., 
1981; among others); the mean is approximately 4.1 (Murphy and Hopkins, 1984). The 
interne sting interval varies around a mean of about 14 days. There is general agreement with 
Caldwdl el al. (1959b) that females mate prior to the nesting season (and possibly only once) 
and then lay multiple clutches of fertille eggs throughout some portion of the nesting season. 
Mean clutch size varies from about HX) to 126 along the southeastern United States coast. 

Loggerheads are nocturnal nesters, but exceptions to the rule do occur infrequenltly (FIitts 
and Hoffman, 1982; Witherington, 1986; among others). Although a definitive ethogram of 
loggerhead nesting behavior has yet to t>c! published, good descriptive accounts have been given 
by CaIT (1952); Litwin (1978) and Caldwell et al., (1959a). Multi-annual remigration intervals 
of two and three years are most common in loggerheads, but the number can vary from onc! to 
six years (Richardson et aZ., 1978; Bjomdal et aZ., 1983). Natural incubation periods for United 
States loggerheads average from 53-55 days in Florida (Davis and Whiting, 1977; Witherington, 
1986) to 63 and 68 days in G~~rgia (Kraemer, 1979) and North Carolina (Crouse, 1985), 
respectively. The length of the incubation period is inversely related to nest temperature 
(McGehee, 1979). Sex determination in loggerhead hatchlings is temperature dependent 
(Ynterna, 1982; Yntema and Mrosovsky, 1980) and the spcxies apparently lacks sex 
chromosomes (Standora and Spotila, 1985). Natural hatching success rates of 73.4 percent and 
55.7 percent have been reported in South Carolina (Caldwell, 1959) and Florida (Witherington, 
1986), respectively. 

Movements: Loggerhead hatchlings engage in a "swimming frenzy" for about 20 hours after 
they enter the sea and that frenzy takes them about 22 to 28 kilometers offshore (Salmon and 
Wyneken, 1987). At some point thereafter they become associated with Sargasswn rafts and/or 
debris at current gyres (Carr, 1986b). Upon reaching about 45 cm seL, thC!y abandon the pelagic 
existence and migrate to near-shore and estuarine waters of the eastern United States, the Gulf 
of Mexico and the Bahamas and begin the subadult stage. Little is known of their seasonal 
movements there, but Henwood (1987) has reported a tendency for subadults of the Port 
Canaveral (Florida) aggregation to disperse more widely in the spring and early summer. Also, 
Chesapeake Bay subadults are known to exhibit a variety of movements between waters of 
differing temperatures and salinities (Killingly and Lutcavage, 1983). As adults, loggerheads 
become migratory for the purpose of breeding. Recoveries of females tagged while nesting on 
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the FlQrida east coast suggest widely disp<~rsed fQraging areas in the Gulf Qf Mexico, Cuba and 
elsewhere in the Greater Antilles, and th(~ Bahamas (Meylan et al., 1983). While conclusive 
evidence is lacking as yet, it is assumed that these females remigrate hundreds Qr thQusands of 
kilQmeters at multi-annual intervals (see above) to. nest on the good, high energy nesting beaches 
Qf east FlQrida. Bell and Richardson (1978) reported tag recoveries suggc~sting a -migratory 
path" from Georgia to. Cape Hatteras, North CarQlina and a single recovery of a Georgia tagged 
female Qn the FlQrida Gulf Coast (Tampa Bay). Little else is knQwn Qf the scheduled travels 
Qf Georgia, SQuth CarQlina, and North Oarolina nesters outside of the nesting season. 

Threats .. Nesting Environment 

Beach Erosion: Erosion of nesting beache~s can result in partial or totallQSS Qf suitable nesting 
habitat. ErQsiQn rates are influenced by dynamic coastal processes, including sea level rise. 
Man's interference with these natural processes thrQugh coastal develQpment and associated 
activities has resulted in accelerated erosion rates and interruptiQn of natural shQreline migratiQn. 

Beach Armoring: Where beach front devc~lopment occurs, the site is often fortified to protect 
the pro.perty from erosio.n. Virtually all sho.reline engineering is canied o.ut to. save structures, 
not dry sandy beaches, and ultimately results in environmental damage. One type of shoreline 
engineering, collectively referred 1:0 as beach armQring, includes sea walls, rock revetments, 
riprap, sandbag installatiQns, grQins and jetties. Beach armoring can result in permanent loss 
of a dry nesting beach thrQugh accelerated erosiQn and prevention of natural beach/dune 
accretiQn and can prevent or hamper ne~sting females from accessing suitable nesting sites. 
Clutches deposited seaward of these structures may be inundated at high tide or washed Qut 
entirely by increased wave actiQn near the~ base o.f these structures. As these structures fail and 
break apart they spread debris on the beach which may further impede access to. suitable nesting 
sites (resulting in higher incidences o.f false crawls) and trap hatchlings and nesting turtles. 
Sandbags are particularly susceptible to. I<llpid failure and result in extensive debris o.n nesting 
beaches. Rock revetments, riprap and S£Uld bags can cause nesting turtles to. abandQn nesting 
attempts o.r to. construct imprQperly sized and shaped egg cavities when inadequate amounts of 
sand CQver these structures. Approximately 21 percent (234 km) of FlQrida's, 10 percent 
(18 km) of Georgia's and 10 percent (30 km) of South Carolina's bea.ches are armored (FDNR, 
unpubl. data; S. Murphy, pers. comm.; J. Richardson, ~rs. comm.). 

Groins and jetties are designed to trap sand during transport in longshore~ currents or to keep 
sand from flQwing into. channels in the case of the latter. These structures prevent nomlal sand 
transport and accrete beaches on one sidle of the structure while starving neighboring beach(~ 
on the other side thereby resulting in severe beach erosio.n O>ilkey et al., 1984) and 
corresponding degradation of suitable nesting habitat. 

Drift fences, also commonly e<tIled sand fences, are erected to build and stabilize dunes by 
trapping sand moving along the beach and preventing excessive sand loss. Additionally, these 
fences can serve to protect dune systems by deterring public access. Constructed of narrQwly 
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spaced wooden or plastic slats or plastic fabric, improperly placed drift fences can impede 
nesting attempts and/or trap emergent hatchlings and nesting females. 

Beach Nourishment: Beach nourishment consists of pumping, trucking or scraping sand onto 
the beach to rebuild what has ~~n lost to erosion. Beach nourishment can impact turtles 
through direct burial of nests and by disturbance to nesting turtles if conducted during the 
nesting season. Sand sources may be dissimilar from native beach sc:~iments and can affect nest 
site sel(~tion, digging behavior, ilncubation temperature (and henC(~ sex ratios), gas exchange 
paramelters within incubating nests, hydric environment of the nest, hatching suC(;ess and 
hatchling emergence success (Mann, 1977; Ackerman, 1980; Mortimf~r, 1982; Raymond, 
1984a). Beach nourishment can result in severe compaction or concretion of the beach. 
Trucking of sand onto project beaches may increare the level of compaction. 

Significant reductions in nesting su<cccss have been documented on severely compact.ed 
nourished beaches (Raymond, 1984a). Nelson and Dickerson (1988) evaluated compaction levels 
at ten renourished east coast Florida beaches and concluded that 50 percent were hard enough 
to inhibit nest digging, 30 percent were questionable as to whether their hardness affected nest 
digging and 20 percent were probably not hard enough to affect nest digging. They further 
concluded that, in general, beaches nourished from offshore borrow sites are harder than natural 
beaches, and, while some may soften over time through erosion and accretion of sand, others 
may remain hard for 10 years or more. Nourished beaches often result in severe escarpments 
along the mid-beach and can hamper or prevent access to nesting sites. Nourishment projects 
result in heavy machinery, pipelines, incr~ human activity and artificial lighting on Ithe 
project beach. These activities are nonnally conducted on a 24-hour basis and can adversely 
affect nesting and hatching activilties. Pipelines and heavy machinery can create barriers to 
nesting females emerging from the surf and crawling up the beach, causing a higher incidence 
of false crawls (non-nesting emergences). Increased human activity on the project beach at night 
may cause further disturbance to nesting females. Artificial lights along the project beach and 
in the nearshore area of the borrow site: may deter nesting females and disorient or misorient 
emergent hatchlings from adjacent non-project beaches. 

Beach nourishment projects require continual maintenance (subsequent nourishment) as 
beaches erode and hence their negative impacts to turtles are repeated on a regular basis. Beach 
nourishment projects conducted during Ithe, nesting season can result in the loss of some nests 
which may be inadvertently missed or misidentified as false crawls during daily patrols 
conducted to identify and relocate~ nests deposited on the project beach (Lund, 1973; R. Wolf, 
pers. comm.). Nourishment of highly eroded beaches (especially those with a complete~ absence 
of dry beach) can be beneficial to nesting turtles if conducted properly. Careful consideration 
and advance planning and coordination must be carried out to ensure timing, methodology and 
sand sources are compatible with nesting and hatching requirements. 

Artificial Lighting: Extensive n~search has demonstrated that the principal component of the 
sea finding behavior of emergent hatchlilngs is a visual response to light (Daniel and Smith, 
1947; Hendrickson, 1958; Carr and Ogren, 1960; Ehrenfeld and Carr, 1967; Dickerson and 
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Nelson, 1989; Witherington and ~jomdal, 1991). Artificial beachfront lighting from buildings, 
streetlights, dune crossovers, vehic:les and other types of beach front lights have been documented 
in the disorientation (loss of bearings) and misorientation (incorrect orientation) of hatchling 
turtles OMcFarlane, 1963; Philibosian, 1976; Mann, 1977; Ehrhart, 1983). 

The results of disorientation or misorientation are often fatal. As hatchlings head toward 
lights or meander along the beach their lex.posure to predators and likelihood of desiccation is 
greatly increased. Misoriented hatchlings can become entrapped in vegetation or debris, and 
many hatchlings are found dead on nearby roadways and in parking lots after being struck by 
vehicles .. Hatchlings that successfully find the water may be misoriented after entering the surf 
zone or while in nearshore waters. Intense artificial lighting can even draw hatchlings back out 
of the surf (Daniel and Smith, 1947; Can and Ogren, 1960). During the period 1989 to 1990, 
37,159 misoriented hatchlings were reported to the Florida Department of Natural Resources. 
Undoubtedly a large but unquantifilable number of additional misorientation events occurred but 
were not documented due to obliteration of observable sign, depredation, entrapment in thick 
vegetation, loss in storm drains or obliteration of carcasses by vehic:le tires. 

The problem of artificial beach front lighting is not restricted to hatchlings:. Raymond (1984a) 
indicated that adult loggerhead emergence~ patterns were correlated with variations in beachfront 
lighting in south Brevard County, Florida, and that nesting females avoided areas where 
beach front lights were the most intense. Witherington (1986) noted that lloggerheads aborted 
nesting attempts at a greater frequency in lighted areas. Problem lights may not be re~tricterl 
to those placed directly on or in close proximity to nesting beache:s. The background glow 
associated with intensive inland lighting, such as that emanating from nearby large metropolitan 
areas, may deter nesting females and disorient or misorient hatchlings navigating the nearshore 
waters. Cumulatively, along the heavily developed beaches of the southeastern United States, 
the negative effects of artificial lights are: profound. 

Beach Cleaning: Beach cleaning refers to the removal of both abiotic and' biotic debris from 
developt',d beaches. There are several methods employed including mechanical raking, hand 
raking and picking up debris by hand. Mechanical raking can result in heavy machinery 
repeatedly traversing nests and poltentially compacting sand above n~~sts and also results in tire 
ruts along the beach which may hinder or trap emergent hatchlings. Mann (1977) suggested that 
mortality within nests may incre<ise when externally applied pressure from beach c:1eaning 
machinery is common on soft beaches with large grain sand. Mechanically pulled ral~es and 
hand rakes can penetrate the surface and disturb the sealed nest or may actually uncover pn~
emergent hatchlings near the surface of the nest. In some areas collected debris is buried 
directly on the beach, and this can lead to excavation and destruction of incubating egg cllutches. 
Disposal of debris near the dune line or on the high beach can cover incubati.ng egg clutches and 
subsequently hinder and entrap emergent hatchlings and may alter natural nest temperatures. 
In some areas, mechanical beach <:leaning is the sole reason for extensive nest relocation. 

Increas{~d Human Presence: Residential and tourist use of developed (and developing) nesting 
beaches can result in negative impacts to nesting turtles, incubating egg clutches and hatchlings. 
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The most serious threat caused by increased human presence on the beach is the disturbance to 
nesting females. Night-time human activity can cause nesting femaJes to abort nesting attempts 
at all stages of the behavioral process.. Murphy (1985) reported that disturbance can ca.use 
turtles to shift their nesting beaches, delay egg laying, and select poor nesting sites. Heavy 
utilization of nesting beaches by humans (pedestrian traffic) may result in lowered hatchling 
emergence success rates due to compaction of sand above nests ~,{ann, 1977), and pedestJian 
tracks can interfere with the ability of hatchlings to reach the ocean (Hosier et al., 1981). 
Campfires and the use of flashlights on nesting beaches misorient hatchlings and can dj~ter 

nesting females (Mortimer, 1979). 

Recre~lltional Beach Equipment: The placement of physical obstacles (e.g., lounge chairs, 
cabanas, umbrellas, hobie cats, canoes" small boats and beach cycles) on nesting beaches can 
hamper or deter nesting attempts and interfere with incubating egg clutches and the sea approach 
of hatchlings. The documentation of faJse crawls at these obstacles is becoming increasingly 
common as more recreational beach e:quipment is left in place nightly on nesting beaches. 
Additionally, there are documented reports of nesting females becoming entrapped under heavy 
wooden lounge chairs and cabanas on south Florida nesting beaches (1. Hoover, pers. comm.; 
S. Bass, pers. comm.). The placement of recreational beach equipment directly above 
incubating egg clutches may hamper hatchlings during emergence and can destroy eggs through 
direct Invasion of the nest (C. :U~Buff, pers. comm.). 

Beach Vehicular Driving: The operation of motor vehicles on nesting beaches for recreational 
purposes is permitted in northeast Florida (portions of Nassau, St. John's, Flagler and Volusia 
Counties), northwest Florida (Walton cU1d Gulf Counties), and North Carolina (Emerald Isle, 
Cape Lookout National Seashore, Cape Hatteras National Seashore and Currituck Banks). While 
some areas restrict night driving, others permit it. Driving on beaches at night during the 
nesting season can disrupt the nesting process and result in aborted nesting attempts. The 
negative impact on nesting females in the surf wne may be particularly severe. Vehicle 
headlights can disorient or misorient emergent hatchlings, and vehicles can strike and kill 
hatchlings attempting to reach tht~ ocean. The tracks or ruts left by vehicles traversing the beach 
interfere with the ability of hatchlings to reach the ocean. The extended period of travel 
requinx:! to negotiate tire tracks and ruts may increase the susceptibility of hatchlings to stress 
and de:predation during transit to the ocean (Hosier et al., 1981; M. Evans, pers. comm.). 
Driving directly above incubating egg c:lutches can cause sand compaction which may decrease 
nest success and directly kill pre-emergent hatchlings (Mann, 1977). In many areas, beach 
vehicular driving is the sole cause for nest relocation. Additionally, vehicle traffic on nesl~ng 
beaches contributes to erosion, especialIy during high tides or on narrow beaches where driving 
is concentrated on the high beach and foredune. 

Exotic Dune and Beach Vegetation: Non-native vegetation has invaded many coastal areas and 
often outcompetes native species such as sea oats, railroad vine, sea grape" dune panic grass and 
pennywort. The invasion of less stabilizing vegetation can lead to increased erosion and 
degradation of suitable nesting habitat. Exotic vegetation may also form impenetrable root mats 
which can prevent proper nest cavity excavation, invade and desiccate eggs or trap hatchlings. 
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The Australian pine (Casuarina equisetiJo/ia) is particularly detrimental. Dense stands of this 
species have taken over many coastal strand areas throughout c:entral and south Florida. 
Australian pines cause excessive shading IOf the beach which would not otherwise occur. Studies 
in Florida suggest that nests laid in shaded areas are subjected to lower incubation temperatures 
which may alter the natural hatchling sex ratio (Marcus and Maley, 1987; Schmelz and Mezich, 
1988). Fallen Australian pines limit access to suitable nest sites and can entrap nesting females. 
Davis and Whiting (1977) reported that nesting activity declined in Everglades National Park 
where dlense stands of Australian pine ltook over native beach berm vegetation on a remote 
nesting beach. Conversely, along highly developed beaches, nesting may be concentrated in 
areas where dense stands of Australian pines create a barrier to intense bf-..achfront and beach 
vicinity lighting (S. Bass, pers. comm.). 

Nesting Depredation: A variety of natural and introduced predators such as raccoons, feral 
hogs, foxes, ghost crabs and ants prey on incubating eggs and hatchling sea turtles. TIle 
principal predator is the raccoon (Procyon lotor). Raccoons are particularly destructive and may 
take up to 96 percent of all nests deposited on a beach (Davis and Whiting, 1977; Hopkins and 
Murphy, 1980; Stancyk et a1., 1980; Talbert et ai., 1980; Schroeder, 1981; Labisky et al., 
1986). Prior to hog control efforts, up to 45 percent of all nests deposited .at the Canaveral Air 
Force Station, Florida, were depredated by feral hogs (FDNR, unpubl. data). In Georgia, on 
Ossabaw and St. Catherine's Island, an estimated 90 percent of all n(~sts were lost to feral hogs 
prior to the implementation of predator control programs (GDNR, unpubl. data). In addition to 
the destruction of eggs, certain predators may take considerable numbers of hatchlings just prior 
to or upon emergence from the sand. 

Nest Loss to Abiotic Factors: Nest loss due to erosion or inundation and accretion of sand 
above incubating nests appear to be the principal abiotic factors which may negatively affect 
incubating egg clutches. While these factors are often widely perceived as contributing 
significantly to nest mortality or lowered hatching success, few quantitative studies have bee~n 
conducted (Mortimer, 1989). Studies on a relatively undisturbed nesting be<lCh by Witherington 
(1986) indicated that excepting a late season severe storm event, erosion and inundation playe:d 
a relatively minor role in destructilOn of incubating nests. Inundation of nests and accretion of 
sand above incubating nests as a result of the late season storm played a major role in destroying 
nests from which hatchlings had not yet (~merged. Severe storm events (e.g., tropical storms 
and hurricanes) may result in significant Illest loss, but these events ar~~ typically aperiodic rather 
than annual occurrences. In the southeast.ern United States, severe storm c~vents are generally 
experienced after the peak of the hatching season and hence would not be expected to affect the 
majority of incubating nests. Erosion and inundation of nests are exacerbated through coastal 
development and shoreline engineering" These threats are discussed above under beach 
annoring. 

Poaching: In the United States, killing of nesting female loggerheads is infrequent. However, 
in a number of areas, egg poaching and clandestine markets for eggs are not uncommon. 
During the period 1983 to 1989 the Florida Marine Patrol made 29 arrests for illegal possession 
of turtle eggs (figure not apportioned by species). 
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Threats - Marine Environment 

Oil and Gas Exploration, Development and Transportation: Experimental and field results 
reported by Vargo et ai. (1986) indicate that marine turtles would be at substantial risk if they 
encounltered an oil spill or large amounts of tar in the environment. Physiological experiments 
indicate that the respiration, skin, some: aspects of blood chemistry and composition, and salt 
gland function of marine turtles are significantly affected (Vargo et ai., 1986). Spills in the 
vicinity of nesting beaches are of special! concern and could place nesting adults, incubating egg 
clutches (Fritts and McGehee, 1989) and hatchlings at significant risk. Exploration and oil 
development on live bottom areas may disrupt foraging grounds by smothering benthic organisms 
with sediments and drilling muds (Coston-Clements and Hoss, 1983). Oil and tar are also 
released into the marine environment during pumping of bilges on large vessels. In a review 
of available information on debris ing1estion, Balazs (1985) reported that tar balls were the 
second most prevalent type of abiotic debris ingested by marine turtles. 

Dredging: The effects of dredging are evidenced through direct destruction or degradation of 
habitat and incidental take of marine turtles. Channelization of inshore and nearshore habitat 
and the: disposal of dredged material in the marine environment can destroy or disrupt resting 
or foraging grounds (including grass beds and coral reefs) and may aff~;t nesting distribution 
through the alteration of physical features in the marine environment (Hopkins and Murphy, 
1980). Hopper dredges are responsible for incidental take and mortality of marine turtlles during 
dredging operations. During a three month period in 1980 in the Port Canaveral, Florida, 
channel, dredging operations were responsible for the mortality of at least 71 sea turtles 
(Magnuson et al., 1990). These high levels of incidental tak.e havc~ not generally been 
documented during dredging operations in subsequent years. Maintenance dredging of the Kings 
Bay, Georgia, channel during 1987 to 1988 resulted in the mortality of at least 18 sea turtles 
during a 1 year period (Magnuson et al., 1990). During the dredging of lBrunswick harbor and 
the entrance channel in 1991 at least 20 sea turtles were killed during a three month period 
(f. Henwood, pers. comm.). Other types of dredges (clamshell and pipeline) have not been 
implicated in incidental take. 

Mariruil and Dock Development: The development of marinas and privau~ or commercial docks 
in inshore waters can negatively impact turtles through destruction or de:gradation of foraging 
habitat. Additionally, this type of development leads to increased boat and vessel traffic which 
may result in higher propeller and collision related mortality. Fueling facilities at marinas can 
result in the discharge of oil and gas into sensitive estuarine habitat. 

Pollution: The effects of pollutants resulting from industrial, agricultural or residential sources 
are difficult to evaluate. Pesticides, heavy metals and PCB's have been detected in turtles 
(including eggs), but levels which result in adverse effects have not bee:n quantified (Nelson, 
1988). 
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Trawl FISheries: Of all commt~rcial and recreational fisheries conducted in the United States, 
shrimp trawling is the most damaging to the recovery of marine turtles. The estimated number 
of loggerheads killed annually by the offshore shrimping fleet in the southeastern United States 
Atlanbic and Gulf of Mexico is 5.,000 to :50,000 (Magnuson et al., 1990). Incidental capture and 
drowning in shrimp trawls is believed t.o be the largest single source of mortality on juvenile 
through adult stage marine turtles in th(:~ southeastern United Stat(~. Most of these turtles are 
juveniles and subadults, the age and size classes most critical to the stability and re:covery of 
marine turtle populations (Crouse et al., 1987). Quantitative estimates of turtle take by shrimp 
trawlers in inshore waters have not been developed, but the level of trawling effort expended 
in inshore waters along with increasing documentation of the utilization of inshore habitat by 
loggerhead turtles suggest that capture and mortality may be significant. Trawlers targeting 
species other than shrimp tend to use larger nets than shrimp trawlers and probably also take sea 
turtles, although capture levels have not. been developed. These fisheries include, but are not 
limite<l to bluefish, croaker, flounder, calico scallops, blue crab and whelk. Of these, the 
bluefish, croaker and flounder trawl fisheries likely pose the most serious threats (T. Henwood, 
pers. comm.). The harvest of Sargassum by trawlers can result in incidental capture of post
hatchlings and habitat destruction (Schwartz, 1988). 

Purse Seine FISheries: Several purse seine fisheries operate in the Gulf of Mexico and Atlantic, 
including those targeting menhaden and sardines. Turtles may be taken in these fisheries, but 
the level of take and percent mortality is currently unquantified. 

Hook nnd Line FISheries: Several thousand commercial vessels are engaged in hook and line 
fisheries which target various species including coastal species, reef fish and pelagic species. 
In addition to commercial take, the recreational fishery is extensive. Turtle captures on hook 
and line gear are not uncommon, but the level of take and percent mortality are unknown. It 
is assumed that .most turtles are released alive, although ingested hooks and entanglement in 
associated m~nofilamentlsteelline have been documented as the probable cause of death in some 
stranded turtles. 

Gill Net FISheries: Gill nets are utilized both in inshore and offshore areas for various species 
and may be stationary or drifting. Mesh size is dependent on the size of the fish which are 
targeted but the gear is considered non-selective in the species impacted (T. Henwood, pers. 
comm.). Trammel nets are modified gill nets set in panels of webbing of variable mesh size. 
Marine turtles are vulnerable to entanglement and drowning in gill and trammel nets, (~speciAltlly 
when this gear is left unattended. Turde mortality resulting from the use of gill nets set for 
sturgeon in South Carolina and North Ouolina have been documented (Ulrich, 1978; Crouse, 
1982). In response to a reduced sturgeon population, the State of South Carolina has prohibited 
gill netting for sturgeon since 1986. Of particular concern are the gill net and trammel net 
fisheries off the Florida east-central coast. These fisheries, primarily targeting king mackerel, 
pompano and shark have undergone recent expansion in the number of vessels and level of 
fishing effort (Schaefer et al., 1987). Stranding patterns of turtles in tillS area indicate that 
significant numbers of turtles may be killed incidental to these fisheri~. 
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Pound Net FISheries: Pound ne~ts are fished extensively in the inshore bays and sounds of 
North Carolina, Virginia, New York and Rhode Island. In Virginia, pound nets have been 
identifiexl as a leading cause of marine turtle mortality (Lutcavage and Musick, 1985). Mortality 
was principally caused by entanglement :and drowning in the leader portion of the gear and was 
dependent on mesh size, net location and environmental parameters. In North Carolina, most 
pound lIlets have leads constructed of small mesh (13 to 20 cm). Results of preliminary 
investigations indicate that mortality in these nets may be infrequent (Epperly and Veishlow, 
1989). Similarly, in New York, most turtles are released alive from pound nets and 
entangl(~ment in leaders appears iJrlfrequ(~nt (Y. Burke, pers. comm .. ). 

Longline Fisheries: Longline fisheries Imve increased dramatically over the past several years. 
Species targeted in these fisheries include. tuna, shark and swordfish. Witzell (1987) estimated 
that 330 turtles were incidentally captun~l in the Gulf of Mexico and Atlantic by the Japanese 
tuna Iongline fleet during 1978 to 1981. Due to increased effort and expansion of longline 
fisheries in recent years, it is believed that longline fisheries may be exerting a major negative 
impact on marine turtle recovery (T. H(~nwood, pers. comm.). 

Trap Fisheries: Traps are commonly used in the capture of crabs, lobster and reef fish. Traps 
vary in size and configuration but all are attached to a surface float. by me~s of a lin(~ leading 
to the trap. Turtles can become entang1ed in trap lines below the surface of the water and 
subsequently drown. In other instances, stranded turtles have been recovered entangled in trap 
lines with the trap in tow. Loggerhead turtles may be particularly vulnerable to entanglemc!nt 
in trap llines because of their attraction to, or attempts to feed on, species caught in the traps and 
epibionts growing on traps, trap lines and floats. The impact of this gear on loggerhead 
populations has not been quantified. 

Boat Collisions: Propeller and collision injuries to marine turtles from boats and ships are not 
uncommon. In 1986, 1987 and 1988 respectively, 5.8 percent (111), 7.3 percent (175), and 9.0 
percent (179) of all stranded turtles repoItl~ along the United States Gulf of Mexico and Atlantic 
were documented as having sustained some type of propeller or coillision injuries, although ill is 
unknown what percentage of these injuries were post-mortem versus antl!-mortem (Schroeder 
and Warner, 1988; Teas and Martinez, 1989). These types of injuries are recorded .at higher 
frequencies in areas where recreational boating and vessel traffic is intense, such as south 
Florida and the Florida Keys. 

Power Plant Entrapment: Th(~ entrainment and entrapment of turtles in saltwater cooling 
intake systems of coastal power plants has been documented in New Jersey, North Carolina, 
Florida and Texas (Roithmayr and Henwood, 1982; Ernest et al., 1989; S. Manzella, pers. 
cornm.; T. Henson, pers. comm.; R. Schoelkopf, pers. comm.). Average annual incidental 
capture rates for most coastal plants from which captures have been reponted amount to seve:ral 
turtles per plant per year. One notable exception is the St. Lucie nuclear power plant located 
on Hutchinson Island, Florida. During a. 15-year period of operation (May 1976 to December 
1990), 2,193 sea turtles (all species) hav,e been removed from the intake canal. Whil(~ most of 
these turtles are released alive, the mortality rate is approximately 7 .. 0 percent (Applied Biology, 
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Inc., unpubl. data). Most captures have been loggerheads, though green turtles are not 
uncommon. 

Underwater Explosions: The use of underwater explosives for the removal of abandoned oil 
platforms, military activities and oil exploration can injure or kill turtles and may destroy or 
degrad~: habitat. During a 3-year period (1986 to 1988) observers reported one injured or d(!ad 
turtle during the removal of 103 offshore oil structures in the Gulf of Mexico. Of eight turtles 
deliberately exposed to underwater explosions at distances varying between 229 m and 915 m 
from the detonation site, five were rendered unconscious (Klima et al., 1988). 

Offshore Artificial Lighting: 1be effl:!(:ts of offshore lighted structures on the orientation of 
hatchling turtles is not completely understood. These lights may attract Mltchlings and interfere 
with proper offshore orientation, and may make them more susceptible 1:0 predation (deSilva, 
1982). 

Entanglement: Turtles are affected to an unknown but potentially significant degree by 
entanglement in persistent marine debris, including discarded or lost fishing gear (Balazs, 1985). 
Loggerhead turtles have been found entulgled in a wide variety of materials including steel and 
monofilament line, synthetic and natural rope, plastic onion sacks and discarded plastic netting 
materials (Balazs, 1985; Plotkin and Amos, 1988). Monoftlrunent line appears 1to be the 
principal source of entanglement for loggerheads in United States waters. Records from Florida 
indicatl~ that some entanglement results from netting and monofilament line which has 
accumulated on both artificial and natural reefs. These areas are often heavily fished, resulting 
in snagging of hooks and discarding of lines. Turtles foraging and/or resting in these areas can 
becom(! entangled and drown (FDNR, unpubl. data). The alignment of persistent marine debris 
along convergences, rips and driftlines"and the concentration of young sea turtles along these 
fronts increases the likelihood of entanglement at this life history stage (Carr, 1987). 

Ingestion of Marine Debris: Marine tUltles have been found to ingest a ,'fide variety of abiotic 
debris items such as plastic bags, raw plastic pellets, plastic and styrofoam pieces, tar balls and 
balloons. Effects of debris ingestion can include direct obstruction of the gut, absorption of 
toxic byproducts and reduced absorption of nutrients across the gut waIl (Balazs, 1985). Studies 
conducted by Lutz (in press) rev~ed that both loggerhead and green turtles actively ingested 
small pieces of latex and plastic sheeting. Physiological data indicated a. possible interference 
in energy metabolism or gut function, even at low levels of ingestion. Persistence of the 
material in the gut lasted from a few rulYS to 4 months (Lutz, in press). Of particular concern 
is the co-occurrence of persistent marine debris and the early life history pelagic stages of 
loggerhead turtles along convergences. Young turtles are dependent upon these driftlines for 
their food supply, and hence the likelih(xx:l of debris ingestion is increased (Carr, 1987). While 
quantit.ative data on population effects are undetermined, the impacts of debris ingestion are 
considered serious. 

Poaching: megal directed harvesting of juvenile and adult loggerhead turtles in the 'waters of 
the continental United States and United States Cruibbean is uncommon, but no estimates of the 
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level of take exist. During the period 1983 to 1989, the Florida Marine Patrol made three 
arrests for illegal possession of whole tUlt1es and 25 arrests for illegal possession of turtle parts 
within Horida (figures are not apportioned by species). 

Predat~m: Predation of hatchling and very young turtles is assumed to be significant and 
predation of subaduIt through adult stage turtles is assumed less common, but valid estimates of 
mortality due to predation at various life history stages are extremely difficult, if not impossible 
to obtain, and have not been determined. Hatchlings entering the surf zone and pelagic stage 
hatchlings may be preyed upon by a wide variety of fish species and to a lesser ex tent II marine 
birds. Stancyk (1982) in an extensive litA~rature review reported predators of juvenile and adult 
turtles to include at least six species of sharks, killt~r whales, bass and grouper. Tiger sharks 
appear to be the principal predator of subadult and adult turtles. While stranded turtles may 
exhibit shark inflicted injuries, caution must be exercised in attributing a cause of death as these 
wounds can be inflicted post-moroem. 

Diseases and Parasites: There is little information available to assess the comprehensivc~ effects 
of disease and/or parasites on wild populations of marine turtles. The vast majority of diseases 
and conditions which have been identified or diagnosed in sea turtles are described from captive 
stock, either turtles in experimental headstart programs or mariculture facilities (Wolke, 1989). 
One notable exception is the identification of the disease spirorchidiasis, resulting from infection 
with intravascular trematodes (Wolke et ai., 1982). The observable external characreristics of 
this disease, however, are not exhibited in the majority of loggerhead carcasses that strand along 
the Atlantic and Gulf of Mexico ooasts. 

Consenation Accomplishments ., Nestin:g Environment 

Management to mitigate the ,effects of naturally oocurring events such as erosion and 
vegetation, and a variety of man-,induced factors mentioned in the previous section, usually 
consists of relocating nests to higher sites on the dune, or into a hatchery. This was: once a 
common practice throughout the southeast region. More recently the emphasis of management 
is to be far less manipulative with the nests and hatchlings. Table 1 contains a listing of most 
of the major Federal, State and private nest survey :and protection projects along the southeast 
coast. 

Acquisition of high density nesting beaches betwc~n Melbourne Beach and Wabasso Beach, 
Florida, is underway to establish the Archie Carr National Wildlife Refugt~. Approximately 
25 perce~nt of the loggerhead nesting in the United States occurs along this 33 km stretch of 
beach. The State of Florida purchased tht~ first parcel specifically for the refuge in July 1990. 
Federal acquisition began in 1991. Whl~n completed the refuge will protect up to 16 km of 
nesting beach. As of September 1991 the 860-acre refuge is approximarely 25 percent complete 
due in la.rge part to previous County and State purchases under the State of Florida's Save Our 
Coast Program. 
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Table 1. Major loggerhead nest survey/protection pmjects in the southeastern United Staltes, 1985 to 1990. Includes 
consistently monitored survey areas reporting greater thslD 100 nests annUally. Not all beaches were surveyed during the entire 
6-year period. 

Project Beach length Oan) Number of nests Conservation measure(s)· 

Baldhead Island, NC 19.3 95-281 S/NR 

Sand/South IsI~lDds, SC 8.0 111-373 SINlRlNSIPR 
Cape Romain NWR, SC 8.0 796-1361 SINlRlPR 
Kiawah Island, SC 15.0 84-268 SINlRlNS 
Edisto Island, SC 18.3 111-553 S/NlR/NSIPR 
Otter Island, SC 4.3 70-196 SINRINSIPR 
Hunting Island,. SC 7.0 105-175 SINR 
Fripp Island, SC 6.0 51-176 SINlRlNS 
Pritchard's Island, SC 4.0 57-176 SINlRlNS 
Bay Point, SC 5.0 131-195 SINlRlNSIPR 
Hilton Head, SC 29.0 115-160 S/NR 

Blackl>eard Island NWR, GA 11.2 110-234 S/NlRlNSIPR 
Ossabaw Island, GA 15.2 56-114 SINS/PR 
Cumberland Island NS, GA 28.0 158-172 S 

Flagler County Beaches, FL 29.0 75-326 S 
New Smyrna Beach, FL 16.1 166-206 S/NR 
Canaveral National Seashore, FL 37.4 1670-3925 SINS 
Merritt Island NWR, FL 9.6 993-1791 S/PR 
Cape Canaveral AFS, FL 21.0 1284-2115 S/PR 
Patrick AFB, FL 7.0 923-1459 S 
Melbourne Beach, FL 21.0 8864-14328 S/PR 
Sebastian Inlet SRA, FL 4.8 513-921 S/PR 
Wabasso Beach, FL 8.0 1197-1256 S 
Vero Beach, FlL 7.0 199-349 S/NR 
Hutchinson Island, FL 36.5 4637-6711 S 
St. Lucie Inlet SP, FL 4.3 289-432 S/PR 
Hobe Sound NWR, FL 5.3 1202-1732 SIPR 
Town ofJupiter, FL 12.1 2640-6431 S 
Juno Beach, FL 8.1 2790-4664.0, S 
J.D. MacArthur SP, FL 2.9 496-1062 SIPR 
Delray Beach, PL 3.5 138-288 S/NR 
City of Boca Raton, FL 8.0 874-1100 S/NR/NS 
Broward County Beaches, FL 38.6 1244-2283 SINR/NS 
Miami Area Be:aches, FL 16.9 64-182 S/NR 
Manasota Key, FL 18.9 312-884 S/NR 
Casey Key, FL 8.2 107-459 S/NR 
Sanibel Island, FL 18.5 110-137 S 
Wiggins Pass Area Beaches, FL 6.4 106-215 SINS 
Keewaydin Island, FL 7.2 96-137 SINRfNS 

• S=Survey NR=Nest Relocation •• 1989-1990 data only 
NS = Nest Screening PR = Predator Removal 
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Perhaps the most frustrating habitat protection effort is trying to minimize or eliminate the 
construction of seawalls, rip-rap, groins, sand bags and improperly placed drift or sand fences. 
State and Federal laws designed to protect the beach and dune habitat include: Coastal Barrier 
Resources Act of 1982 (Federal), Coastal Areas Management Act of 1974 (North Carolina), 
Beachfront Management Act of 1990 (South Carolina), Shore Assistance Act of 1979 (Georgia) 
and Coastal Zone Protection Act of 1985 (Florida). These have had varying degrees of success 
at maintaining suitable nesting sites for loggerheads. The Governor and Cabinet of the State of 
Florida. approved a Beach Armoring Policy on December 18, 1990. This policy prohibits 
armoring along a 32 km stretch of high density nesting beach between Melbourne Beach and 
Wabasso Beach and restricts armoring elsewhere to structures threatene:d by a 5-year return 
interval storm event. 

Bea.ch nourishment is a better alternative for sea turtles than seawalls and jetties. When 
beach nourishment was done mostly in the summer, all nests had to be moved from the beach 
prior to nourishment. Now FWS and State natural resource agencie:s review beach nourishment 
projects to ensure appropriate timing of nourishment during the nesting and hatching season. 
Beaches where compaction after nourishment is a problem are plowed to a depth of 92 cm to 
soften the sand so that it is useable for nesting turtles (Nelson and Dickerson, 1987). Progress 
is being made toward better timing of projects and sand quality. 

Progress is also being made by many states, counties and towns to prevent disorientation and 
misorientation of hatchlings (Ernest et ai., 1987; Shoup and Wolf, 1987).. In Florida, lighting 
ordinances have been passed by the following counties: Nassau, Flagler, Volusia, Brevard, 
Indian River, St. Lucie, Martin, Palm Beach, Broward, Collier, Charlotte, Sarasota and Lee. 
Over 20 towns or cities have also passed ordinances on Florida's east coast. Georgetown 
County passed the first lighting ordinance in South Carolina. Under the new South Carolina 
Beachfront Management Act of 1990, guidelines were approved which will require all coastal 
communities to have lighting ordinances .. The USAF has developed and is implementing lighting 
plans for launch complexes and other facilities at Cape Canaveral Air Force Station in Florida. 

The most longstanding beach management program has been to reduoe destruction of nests 
by natural predators, such as raccoons and feral predators, such as hogs. Between 6 and 8 
percent of loggerhead nesting cxx:urs on National Wildlife Refuges along the southeastern coast. 
Several refuges have ongoing pn;~tor control programs (See Table! 1). 

Because of more attention to the status of sea turtles, human take is not the problem it once 
was on United States beaches, although this is still a major problem in other countries. The 
isolated cases of nest poaching receive immediate attention from FWS law enforcement and State 
conservation officers. Loss of eggs to human poaching does not represe:nt the high mortallity 
factor it once did. 

In addition to implementing management on nesting beaches, then;~ has been extensive 
research into the effects of this management on sea turtle populations. Specifically, the most 
important aspect in recent years is the: effect of incubation temperature: on the sex ratio of 
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hatchlings reared in styrofoam boxes ('l'ntema and Mrosovsky, 1980; Morreale et al., 1982; 
Standora and Spotila, 1985). Use of these boxes has been discontinued as a standard practice. 
Studies have been completed to compan! the sex ratios and pivotal temperatures of loggerheads 
on natural beaches throughout thleir range in the United States (Mrosovsky, 1988). 

Long-term tagging studies have determined many population attributes for nesting 
loggerheads (Richardson, 1982). Research on hatchling orientation and nesting behavior and 
how v,mous wavelengths of light affect them is providing needed information to managers 
(Witherington and Bjorndal, 1991; With(~gton, in press). 

The status of loggerheads is being determined by monitoring the various life stages on the 
beach to evaluate current and past management practices. This is being done by counting how 
many lIlests are laid, how many of thesc~ successfully hatch and the production of hatchlings 
reaching the ocean. 

The number of nesting femalc!s is determined by knowing the rangewide nesting effort and 
dividing by the average number of nests a female lays each season (Hopkins and Richardson, 
1984). Nests can be counted by both aelial and ground surveys. Estimates of nesting females 
were made from rangewide aerial surveys made in 1980 (powers, 1981), 1982 (Thompson, 
1983) and 1983 (Murphy and Hopkins, 1984). Standardized aerial surveys of the South Carolina 
coast have been conducted since: 1980 (Hopkins-Murphy and Murphy, 1988). Standardized 
ground surveys on index beaches are underway throughout the Southeast by the FWS, State 
agencies and by private groups and univl:'!rsities. Index beaches include 80 percent of the nesting 
in Florida, 75 percent in Georgia and 60 percent in North Carolina. Because of slow growth 
rates and subsequent delayed sexual maturity, all monitoring will need to be conducted ov(~r a 
long period of time to establish population trends for loggerheads. 

Conservation Accomplishments - Maline Environment 

Managing sea turtles in the water lags behind efforts on the beach due to limited access to 
turtles, lack of information on habitat usage by different age classes and cost. Therefore, most 
efforts to preserve marine and estuarine: habitats are regulatory in nature. 

The U.S. Coast Guard has contingency plans for the containment, recovery and minimization 
of damage from spillages of oil and hazardous substances, as well as major disasters (1. 
Schmidtman, pers. comm.). But trying to prevent bilge pumping, industrial discharges, and 
chemical and oil spills in the marine environment is a very difficult probllem. 

In 1978, NMFS implemented a gear development program which would prevent the 
drowning of turtles in shrimp trawls. The: first device was large mesh webbing across the mouth 
of the net which proved to be ineffectivl:'!.. Subsequently, a cage-like design installed within the 
trawl, called a turtle excluder device (flED) was developed. Concurrent with the government's 
action, new designs were built by indiividual shrimpers. Seven types of TEDs have been 
certified for use by NMFS. Lack of widespread use of these devices on a volunltary basis 
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resulted in regulations requiring their uS(~, The final regulations were published in June 1987. 
After le:gal, congressional and administrative delays, the regulations went into effect in 
September 1989. South Carolina promulgated emergency State regulations requiring TEDs in 
State waters in June 1988 and implemented permanent regulations in 1989. Florida implemented 
emergency State regulations in February 1989, after unprecedented numb~!rs of strandings the 
previous fall. Florida implemente:d permanent Statewide year-round regulations in June 1990. 
The State of Georgia developed TED regulations which went into effect in November 1990. 

Incidental catch mortality from the Atlantic sturgeon fishery was reduCied in South Carolina 
by an earlier ending of the sturgeon fishing season. Later, because of reduced stocks of 
sturgeon, the season was closed entirely. This all but eliminated early spring strandings of sea 
turtles in South Carolina (S. Murphy, unpubl. data). 

The number of sea turtle carcasses reported in the Chesapeake Bay is declining, not because 
of changes in gear, but due to economics. In the 1930's, pound nets numbered about 3,000 in 
the bay. The deep water nets are more (~xpensive now, and the number of nets have decreased 
by an order of magnitude (1. Musick, peT's. comm.). 

In consultation with the COE, FDNR and the NMFS, modifications of dragheads are being 
tested to minimize turtle mortality from dredges. Each dredging project undergoes a Section 7 
consultation as required under the authority of the Endangered Species Act.. As a result: of these 
Section 7 consultations, dredging contractors are often required to have observers onboard and 
the timing of the projects is usually designed to avoid as many turtle encounters as possible. 

ReS(~ch into methods of preventing Iturtles from entering the intake pipes at power plants 
proved unsuccessful. Turtles that are entrapped at the St. Lucie plant are captured, tagged and 
released. 

On December 31, 1987, the United States ratified Optional Annex V of the International 
Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from Ships, also known as the MARPOL Protocol. 
Annex V prohibits the dumping of all plastic wastes, including plastic packaging mate:rials and 
fishing gear, from all ships at sea .. Not only does this mark the first effort in United States law 
to address the problem of plastic debris in the oceans, but the ratification of Annex Venables 
the law to come into force internationally.. ACICOrding to United States law, it is now illegal for 
any ship of any size to dump plastic trash in the oceans, bays, rivers and other navigable waters 
of the United States (O'Hara et al., 1988) 

Directed research has been dlone to document habitat use and behavior of sea turtles in 
nearshore waters; a few examples follow. Hopkins and Murphy (1980) used sonic and radio 
transmitters to study habitat use and internesting behavior of 39 adult female loggerhead turtles. 
In 1985, 1986 and 1989, Murphy and Hopkins-Murphy (1990) radio-instrumented 31 adult 
female loggerheads prior to nesting and relocated them 64 km from their nesting beach to 
determine if they would accept an alternate beach or home to their previous nesting area. 
Juvenile and subadult loggerheads were also radio tracked in Chesapeake Bay to document 
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habitat use, surface time and daily movements (Byles, 1988). Netting studies in the Indian 
River, Florida, are providing information on habitat use by juvenile loggerheads (L. Ehrhart, 
pers. comm.). Distribution, size and spedes composition are being determined in the inshore 
waters of North Carolina by means of Cilerial survey, sightings from ferry boats and the public, 
and cooperating pound net fishennen (EI)perly and Veishlow, 1989). 

Because of turbid waters near shore, assessing turtle stocks by pelagic aerial survey is 
probably not feasible. Information on the distribution of sea turtle,s over the continental shelf 
has until recently been from casual obse:rvations and most were anecdotal. Since 1978, four 
pelagic aerial surveys in the south,east region have been completed during which sea turtles were 
counted (Fritts et aZ., 1983; Thompson and Shoop, 1984; Lohoefener et al., 1988; SCWMRD, 
unpubl. repL). The most recent aerial survey conducted in the northern Gulf of Mexico was 
funded by MMS to assess turtle/platform associations (Lohoefener et al., 1988). These flights 
have provided infonnation on the geogr:aphic and seasonal distribution of sea turtles. 

InfOinnation from vessels is largely opportunistic. It was through incidental capture that lthe 
winter hibernaculum for sea turtles in tlhe Canaveral ship channel was discovered (Ogren and 
McVea, 1982). The NMFS is also conducting interviews and netting surveys in the: Gulf of 
Mexico (L. Ogren, pers. comm.)" Catclh per unit effort (CPUE) and rates of mortality provide 
a reasonable estimate of the number of captures and mortality when used with fishing ef~ort 
statistics. These data provide information on seasonal abundance and distribution over wide 
geographic areas (Henwood and Stuntz, 1987). 

A regional data collection effiort was begun in 1980 to monitor mortality. This voluntary 
stranding network from Maine to Texas is coordinated by the NMFS and serves to document 
the geographic and seasonal distribution of sea turtle mortality (Schroeder" 1987). Since 1987, 
four index zones have been systematicany surveyed. It is clear that str:andings represent an 
absolute minimum mortality. HOIwever" they can be used as an annual wl<J,ex to mortality and 
are an indication of the size distribution of turtles being killed. They can also provide valuable 
biological infonnation on food habits, rt!productive condition and sex ratios. 

Accomplishments - Information and E~ducation 

Public support for sea turtle conservation effort is essential fOir the llong-term success of 
conservation programs. This is particularly true when conservation measures are controversial 
or expensive. To heighten public awarenc!ss and understanding of SC!a turtle conservation issues 
a number of educational activities and efforts are underway. For example, personnel conducting 
turtle projects often advise tourists on what they can do to minimize disturbance to nesting 
turtles, protect nests and rescue misorient(~d hatchlings. Likewise, State and Federal parks which 
conduct public awareness sea turtle interpretive walks provide information to visitors. Florida 
DNR has developed guidelines for organized sea turtle interpretive walks in order to Ininimize 
any disturbance to nesting turtles while sltill allowing them to be viewed by the public. Many 
beaches have been posted with signs informing people of the laws protecting sea turtles and 
providing either a local or a hotline number to report violations. 
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Private conservation organizations such as the Center for Marine Consc:~rvation, Greenpeace 
and National Audubon Society and Federal and State agencies have produced and distributed a 
variety of audio-visual aids and printed materials about sea turtles. These include: the brochure 
"Attention Beach Users., a bookl(~t (Raymond, 1984b) on the various types oflight futures and 
ways of screening lights to lessen their effects on hatchlings, "Lights Out" bumper stic:kers and 
decals, ~l coloring book, video tapes, slide~/tape programs, full color identification posters of the 
eight SJ>(~cies of sea turtles, and a hawksbi~U poster. Florida Power and Light Company also has 
produced a booklet (Van Meter, 1990) with general information on sea turtles. 

Recent reviews of sea turtle conservaition efforts in the southeastern United States appear in 
Hopkins-Murphy (1988) and Possardt (1991). 
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PART II. RECOVERY 

A. Recovery Objectives 

The southeastern United States population of the loggerhead can be considered for delisting if, 
over a period of 25 years, the foillowing conditions are met: 

1. The adult female population in Florida is increasing and in North Carolina, South 
Carolina, and Georgia, it has returned to pre-listing nesting levels (NC = 800 
nests/season; SC = 10,000 nests/season; GA = 2,000 nests/season). The above 
conditions must be met with data from standardized surveys which will continue for at 
least 5 years after delisting. 

2. At least 25 percent (560 km) of all available nesting beaches (2240 km) is iln public 
ownership, distributed ove~r the entire nesting range and encompassing at least 50 percent 
of the nesting activity within each State. 

3. All priority one tasks hav,e been successfully implemented. 

B. StE~pdown OutllDe and Nanative 

1. Protect and manage habitats. 

11. Protect and manage nesting habitat. 

Coastal development has already destroyed or degraded many miles of nesting habitat in 
t!le Southeast. Although nesting occurs on over 2,250 km of beaches, development 

/'pressures are so great, cumulative impacts will result in incre.ased degradation or 
destruction of nesting habitat and eventually lead to a significant population decline if not 
effectively combated. 

111. Ensure beach nourishment projects are compatible with maintaining good 
quality nesting habitat. (also see 216) 

Beach nourishment can improve nesting habitat in areas of severe erosion and is 
a preferred alternative to beach armoring. The quality of material should be 
similar to that on local na.tural beaches. 

1111. Implement and ,evaluate tilling as a means of softening compacted 
beaches. 

Poor quality material deposited on nesting beaches can result in 
compaction of sand on nesting beaches. This can cause increased numbers 
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of false crawls and aberrant nests, increased digging times for nesting 
females and, in sorne cases, broken eggs from clutches deposited in too 
shallow an egg chamber. Where beach compaction (~xceeds local natural 
conditions tilling to a depth of 77 to 92 cm should be used to soften 
beaches. The eff~::tiveness of tilling in softening beaches should! also be 
fully evaluated by the COE to determine the persistence of beach 
softening, frequenc~~ of tilling required, and the best mechanical method 
for beach softening .. 

1112. Evaluate the relat~o~nship of sand characteristics (including aragonite) 
and hatch success, hatchling fitness and sex ratios, and nesting 
behavior. 

Gas diffusion could be affected by sand grain shape, size and compaction 
and alter hatch success. Sand color and moisture influence temperature 
and can affect hatchling sex determination. The effect of importing non
native materials such as aragonite to United States beaches for beach 
nourishment adds additional unknowns which could conceivably affe:ct 
hatchlings and sholllJldl be discouraged until fully evaluated. 

1113. Reestablish dunes and native vegetation. 

Dune restoration and revegetation with native plants should be a required 
component of all renourishment projects. This will enhance beach 
stability and nesting habitat and require less frequent renourishment 
activities. 

1114. Evaluate S3lnd tnulSfer systems as alternati'Ve to beach nourishment. 

Sand transfer syslti!ms can diminish the necessity for frequent beach 
renourishment and thereby reduce disruption of nesting activities and 
eliminate sand compaction. The construction and! operation of these 
systems must be carefully evaluated by the COE to ensure important 
nearshore habitats are not degraded or sea turtles injured or destroyed. 

112. Prevent degradation of nesting habitat from seawalls, revetments, sand bal~, 
sand fences or other erosiion control measures. 

Seawalls, revetments, and sand bags have already destroyed or degraded many 
miles of nesting habitat OIl the southeast Atlantic coast. Beach armoring still 
occurs, however, either illegally or through devices such as sandbags which are 
still allowed. The filling and burial of long plastic bags to protect coastal 
property is a common practice in Florida and has occurred in other States. These 
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buried bags are hard and IE:xacerbate erosion when uncovered by storm events and 
prevent nesting when uncovered or buried too close to the sand surface. 

1121. Evaluate c:urrenlt laws on beach annoring and strengthen if necessary. 

State regulations: prohibiting or discouraging some forms of beach 
armoring now exist in Florida, Georgia, South Carolina and North 
Carolina. FDNR" GDNR, SCCC, and NCDNR should review current 
State regulations related to beach construction and ensure seawalls, 
revetments, sandbags and other armoring measures contributing to the 
degradation of nt:~sting habitat are prohibited. 

1122. Ensure laws regUlating coastal construction and beach annoring are 
enforced. 

Dlegal beach armoring occurs, and all too firequently no effective action 
is taken by enforcement agencies to ensure the pe:rpetrator removes the 
material arId restores the habitat. Illegal beach annoring can cumulatively 
cause signiificant degradation of nesting habitat. FDNR, GDNR, SCCC, 
and NCDNR m1Jlst frequently monitor beaches and mainltain strict 
enforcement when violations are observed. 

1123. Ensure failed erosion control structures are removed. 

Failed erosion control structures such as unc.overed plastic bags or tubes 
and fragmented ooncrete or wooden structures degrade nesting habitat and 
deter nesting activities. FDNR, GDNR, SCCC and NCDNR should 
ensure failed structures are removed from nl~sting beaches. 

1124. Develop standard requirements for sand fence construction. 

Sand fences can effectively build dune systems and improve nesting 
habitat, however improperly designed sand fences can trap nesting females 
or hatchlings and prevent access to suitable nesting habitat. FDNR, 
GDNR, SCWMRD, SCCC, NCDNR and FWS should develop and 
evaluate sand fencing designs and establish standard requirements for sand 
fence construction. 
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113. Evaluate and implemen1t measures to enhance imporumt nesting habitat 
where erosion or tidal inundation destroy over 40 percent of nests in a typical 
year (without reloc:ation). 

Some important nesting beaches now suffer severe erosion as a result of previous 
river diversions, inlet maintenance or jetty construction. Limited safe locations 
for beach hatcheries in ~~()me situations place constraints on nest re:location 
programs. Nest relocation programs at best should be considered as a short-term 
measure to protect nests in these situations with primary efforts directed towards 
habitat restoration. 

1131. Evaluate dune re~toration or other measures to mitigate erosion on 
Cape Island!, S.C. 

Diversion of the natural drainage of the Santee Rivc~r in the 1940's has 
caused a severe erosion problem at Cape Island. About 25 percent of all 
nesting in South CaJrolina oe<;urs on Cape Island. Fiifty to 80 percent of 
the nests would be lost to tidal inundation or erosion without nest 
relocation. The FINS relocates 300-600 nests each year to hatcheries. 
Suitable sites for sc:~If-release beach hatcheries are more scarce each year. 
Consequently dum~ restoration and other measures to enhance nesting 
habitat shoulld be evaluated and implemented by FWS and COE, 

1132. Identify otber important nesting beaches experiencing greater than 
40 percent Illest loss from el'osion and implement appropriate habitat 
restoration measUl',es. 

FDNR, GDNR, SCWMRD, NCDNR, and FWS should review all 
important ne:sting beaches and identify those with 40 percent or more m~st 
loss due to c~rosion or tidal inundation, Habitat restoration plans should 
be developed and implemented for identified nesting beaches. 

114. Acquire or otherwise ensure the long-term protection of important nestilllg 
beaches. 

1141. Acquire in fee titIc~ all undeveloped beaches between Melbourne Realm 
and Wabasso Bea(:b, Florida. 

Approximatc~ly 25 percent of all loggerhead nesting in the Unit(~ States 
occurs along this 33 km mile stretch of nesting beach. Development and 
public use threatens the habitat and nesting activities, The FWS and 
FDNR should acquire a buffer strip in fee title that at least extends from 
mean high water west to highway AlA to ensure the long-term protection 
of this nesting habiitat. An ocean to river buffer along ,the narrow barrier 
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island would be preferable. Conservation easements should be acquired 
on developed properties where fee title acquisition is not possible. 

1142. Evaluate the statlll1S of the high density nesting beaches on Hutchinson 
Island, Florida, :Bund develop a plan to ensure its llong-term protection. 

Approximately 101 percent of loggerhead nesting in United States occurs 
along this 32 km beach. Development is degrading nesting habitat and 
public use is cau!~Ur1g significant disturbance to nesting activities. FDNR 
and FWS should evaluate the threats and take appropriate measures 
including acquisilj,on to ensure long-term protection. 

1143. Evaluate status (Jllr other undeveloped beaches which provide important 
habitat for maintaining the historic nesting distribution and develop 
a plan for 10ng-1:~erm protection. 

FDNR, GDNR, SCWMRD, NCDNR and FWS should evaluate other 
nesting beaches in the Southeast which contribute significantly to the 
historic nesting distribution to ensure permanent protection. 

115. Remove exotic v(~getatiiOl][} and prevent spread to nesting beaches. 

Australian pine trees shade nests and can alter natural hatchling sex ralios. 
Australian pines also aggressively replace native dune and beach vegetation 
through shading and chemical inhibition and consequently (~xacerbate erosion and 
loss of nesting habitat. Erosion can topple trees and leave exposed roots which 
can entrap nesting females. 

Removal of exotics such as is ongoing at St. Lucie Inlet State Park, Florida, and 
Hobe Sound NWR, Florida should continue. FDJNR, FWS, and Nlt>S should 
identify other important nesting beaches where exotic Vf!getation is degrading 
nesting habitat and work. with responsible parties to restore natural vegetation. 

12. Protect marine habitat. 

Available sea turtle habitat has b~n significantly reduced over the past century. Among 
the factors contributing to 'this loss of habitat are coastal development and 
industrialization, increased commercial and recreational vessel activities, river and 
estuarine pollution, channelizattl2ln, offshore oil and gas development and commercial 
fishing activities. If presc:~nt trends continue, the cumulative loss of suitable habitat could 
reduce the likelihood of recovelJ of the species. 
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121. Identify important ltlabita1t. 

Loggerheads are opportunistic foragers occurring throughout the warm waters of 
the continental shelf. They frequently feed around coral reefs, rocky places, and 
old boat wrecks, and often enter bays, lagoons and estuaries. Little information 
on habitat preference of SI)lE:cific age/size/sex classes iis available. To effective:ly 
protect the species, NMFS should consider habitat research to be of high priority. 

122. Prevent degradation and improve water quality of important turtle habitat. 

Coastal development and associated changes in land utilization have led to severe 
degradation of habitat through contamination and/or loss of food sources in 
estuarine and marine waters. Declines in water quality resUllting from industrial 
pollution, channel dredging and maintenance, harbor activities, farm runoff and 
sewage disposal, have rendered large water bodies marginally habitable. The 
EPA and State environme~ntal regulatory agencies must ensure that established 
minimum water quality standards are enforced. Land utilization decisions and 
associated construction projects should be carefully oonsidered by local 
governments, states, CZM" NMFS, FWS, EPA, COE, and other regulatory and 
permitting agencies. 

123. Prevent destruction of habitat from rlShing gears imd vessel anchoring. 

Bottom tending fishing g(~US can be destructive to a wide variety of habitats. 
Coral reefs are particularly vulnerable to destruction from roller rig trawling gear 
because corals may be crushed by the weight of rollers and trawls. Seagrass, 
sponge and other live bottom habitats can also be scoured by trawling gear. 
Anchoring vessels in sensitive habitats may also be destructive. NMFS should 
evaluate the potential loss of habitat from these activities and take appropriate 
actions to ensure long-tenn protection of reefs and other important habitats. 

124. Prevent destruction of marine habitat from oil and gas ~llctivities. 

Oil and gas activities may negatively impact sea turtle habitat during exploration, 
development, production Cllnd abandonment phases. Of particular concern are 
impacts of oil spills, drilling mud disposal, disposal of other toxic materials, 
pipeline networks associau~d with oil and gas fields, onshore production faciliti(~s, 
increased vessel traffic, domestic garbage disposal and explosive removal of 
obsolete platforms. MMS, COE, and the oil and gas industry should take 
appropriate actions to ensure that known sources of pollullon and toxic waste 
disposal are eliminated. Additional precautions are needed to prevent oil spillls. 
A response team to deal with spills should be established. 
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125. Prevent destruction of habitat from dredging activities. 

Channel dredging projects may have greater impacts on habitat than the obvious 
mechanical destruction OIf the channel bottom. Channelization can alter natural 
current patterns, disrupt sediment transport, and suspended materials from 
dredging may severely damage ad~acent corals and seagrasses. Addlitionally, 
disposal of dredged materials in offshore disposal sites usually smothers existing 
flora and fauna. The COE and ElPA should continue to carefully consider the 
environmental consequences before permitting any n(~w channel dredging proj(~ts 
or designating new offshore disposal sites. 

2. Protect and manage population. 

21. Protect and manage pOI'U lations on nesting beaches. 

Predators, poaching, tidall inundation, artificial lighting and human activities Qn nesting 
beaches diminish reproductive success. Monitoring of nesting actIvities is necessary to 
implement and evaluate appropriate nest protection measures and determine trends in the 
nesting population. 

211. Monitor trends ill nesting activity by means of standardized surveys. 

Nesting surveys are undertaken on the majority of ne~sting beaches. However, in 
the past, beach coverage from year to year varied, as did the frequency of 
surveys, experience and Itraining of surveyors and da.ta repOirting. Consequently, 
no region wide determination of nesting population trends has been possible with 
any degree of certainty. 

FWS, FDNR, GDNR, SCWMRD, and NCDNR should continue to refine 
standardized nest survey criteria, identify additional index survey beaches to be 
monitored, continue to conduct training workshops for surv1eyors, and implement 
or continue appropriate aerial or ground surveys. This is essential to gather a 
long-term data base on nesting activities from North Carolina to Florida which 
can be used as an index of nesting population trends Ithroughout the nesting range 
of the species. 

212. Evaluate nest success and implement appropriate nest protection measures. 

Nesting and hatching success on beaches occurring Qn State: or Federal llands and 
all other important local or regional nesting ~lches s.hould be evaluat,ed. 
Appropriate nest protection measures should be implemenlted by FWS, FDNR, 
GDNR, SCWMRD, NClDNR or appropriate local governments or organizations 
to ensure greater than 60 percent hatch rate. Until recovery is ensured, however, 
projects on all Federal and StaLe lands and key nesting beaches such as 
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Hutchinson Island, Jupiter Island, Juno Beach, and Melbourne Beach, Florida, 
should strive for ell highe:r rate of hatching success. In all cases the least 
manipulative method shoo~d be employed to avoid interfering with known Dr 
unknown natural biologiC31 processes. Artificial incubation should be avoided. 
Where beach hatche:ries ane necessary, they should be located and constructed to 
allow self release ~llIld hatch rates approaching 90 percent should be attained. 
Nest protection measures shQuld always enable hatchling rellease the same night 
of hatching. 

213. Detennine influem:e of fllctOrs such as tidal inundation and foot traffic (Jln 
hatching success. 

Tidal inundation can diminish hatch success depending IOn frequency, duratiQn and 
developmental stage: of embryQs. Many nests are relocated due to the p<~rceiv(x1 
threat from tides. The extent to which eggs can tolerate tidal inundation needs 
to be quantified to enable dlevelQpment of guidelines for nest relocation relative 
to tidal threats. 1be effi~;t Qf foot traffic IOn hatching success is unknown 
althQugh many beaches will1 significant nesting also have high public use:. FWS 
should support research and in conjunction with FDNlR, GD1NR, SCWMRD and 
NCDNR develop recomme:ndations for nest protectiQn from tidal threat cUld foot 
traffic, if appropriate. 

214. Reduce effects of 8J1ificbitI lighting on hatchlings aUld nesting females. 

Hatchlings Qrient primarily to the blue-green wavelengths tOi find the ocean and 
consequently many artificial lights disorient or misorient hatchlings, indirectly 
leading to high hatchling mQrtality. Recent studies have: demonstrated that 
artificial lights also significantly deter nesting activiti(~s. 

2141. Detennine hatchling orientation mechanisms in the marine 
environmen1t and assess dispersal patterns from natural (dark) beach(~ 
and beaches with high levels of artificial lighting. 

While phototropic orientation is the hatchling sea finding mechanism, 
orientation mechanisms in the marine environment need further 
clarification. If light is the primary determinant, lighting from coastal 
development could be altering hatchling dispersal patterns on some nesting 
beaches and lowering survivorship. 1bis could be significant in areas 
such as Cape: Canav(;~ra1 where lighting frQm the Kennedy Space Center, 
Canaveral Air Force, Port Canaveral and Cocoa Beach, Horida, 
contribute to a significant background glow. The USAF, KSC and Port 
Canaveral should support studies to evaluate the impact of lighting OIn 
Cape Canaveral ha!tc:hling dispersal and survivorship. Other important 
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nesting beaches '~vhich may be influenced by coastal lighting should be 
evaluated by appropriate State resource agencies and coastal communities. 

2142. Implement and le~nforce lighting ordinanc~. 

Where lighting ordinances have been adopted and enforced such as 
Brevard County, Horida, hatchling disorientation and misorientation have 
been drastically reduced. All coastal counties and communities with 
nesting beaches should adopt ordinances May thrlOugh Octolx~r. Many 
incorporau~ communities within Broward and Palm Beach Counlties, 
Florida, are particularly problematic because of the high density nesting 
beaches and the lack of effective lighting regulations. 

2143. Evaluate .~ent of hatchling disorientation and misorientatilon 0111 all 
important regional nesting beaches. 

FWS, appropriate! State resource agencies, and counties should evaluate 
hatchling disorientation and misorientation problems on all important 
regional nesting lx~ches. Many lighting ordinan~! requirements do not 
become effective until 11 p.m., whereas over 30 percent of hatchling 
emergence occurs prior to this time (Witherington et al., 1990). FWS, 
State resource agencies, and county governments should also support 
research to gathe~r additional quantitative data on hatchling emergence 
times and nesting times on representative beaches throughout the Southeast 
to support the most effectiv(~ time requirements for lighting ordinan~!S. 

2144. Evaluate need fer Federal lighting regulations. 

Where local lighting ordinances have not been implemented or are 
ineffective, Federal regulations should be promulgated under authority of 
the Endangered Species Act for important n~~ting beaches. 

2145. Develop lighting plans at Port Canaverall, Kennedy Space~ Center, 
Cape Canaveral Air Fon:e Station and Patric:k Air Force lliLSe, 
Florida. 

Cape Canaveral is one of the four most important nesting beaches in the 
United States wWht over 10 percent of all m~ting activity. Launch :and 
support facilities (lIt Canavend and lighting at Patrick AFB are responsible 
for hatchling disorientation and misorientation on Merritt Island National 
Wildlife Refuge and Air Force ~ches. Liights from the KSC, USAF 
facilities and Port Canaveral may be altering natural hatchling dispersal 
from Cape Canaveral. The KSC, USAF and the Port should develop 
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lighting plans to reduce and eliminate hatchling disorientation and 
misorientation. 

2146. Prosecute individuals or entities responsible for hatchling 
disorientation and misorientation under the Endangered Spedes Act 
or appropriate Su,te laws. 

Hatchling disorientation and misorientation from artifilciallights can cause 
high mortality and be the major source of hatchling mortality on some 
nesting beaches if 1I1Iot controlled. Law enforcement efforts should be 
focused where lighHng ordinances are not being implemented or enforetxl 
on major nesting beaches and where flagrant and repeated violations are 
not corrected. 

215. Control vehicular 1traffic during nesting and hatching season. 

Vehicular traffic caLll clearly destroy nests, kill hatchlings and disturb nesting 
turtles. Nest relocation is not an acceptable permanent solution to vehicular 
traffic. Driving ex:ists on some Florida and North Carolina beaches, including 
national and State parks. NPS, FDNR and NCDNR should evaluate the effect 
of vehicular traffic on nesting activities including the need to relocate nests and 
develop a plan to phase ou~ beach driving on important locall or regional nesting 
beaches (except em~~rgency or permitted research vehicles). 

216. Ensure beach nourishrneltllt and coastal construction activllties are planned to 
avoid disruption oj[ nesting and hatching activities. 

These activities can cause significant disruption of nesting activities during the 
nesting season when viewed cumulatively over the nesting range. Nest relocation 
can involve manipulation of large numbers of nests which can result in lowered 
hatch success and altered hatchling sex ratios and therefore is not an acceptable 
alternative to altering the timing of projects. The COE, F\VS and appropriate 
State agencies should ensure beach nourishment and other beach construction 
activities are not permiW~d during the nesting season on Ioc:a1 or regionally 
important nesting beaches. 

217. Ensure law enforclement activities eliminate poaching and harassment. 

Poaching, while nolt a significant cause of nest loss regionally, is occasionally a 
local problem. Intentional and unintentional disturbance and harassment of 
nesting turtles is, however" an increasing problem on many be.aches. FWS should 
work closely with FDNR, GDNR, SCWMRD and NCDNR to identify problem 
areas and focus intensive law enforcement efforts to eliminate poaching and det,er 
harassment of nesting turtles. 
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218. Determine natur.1l1 hatchling sex ratios. 

It is well documented tlUl~ incubation temperature d(~termines hatchling sex. Sex 
ratios of hatchlings on natural beaches throughout the nesting range should be 
determined over sc!veral years in order to evaluate nest relocation programs which 
could be altering natural sex ratios. FWS, FDNR, GDNR, SCWMRD and 
NCDNR should support necessary research and evaluate all nest ~location 
projects to ensure~ natural sex ratios are not altered. Research should include 
establishment of tempeulture transects on representative beaches throughout the 
Southeast. A standardiwd protocol for temperature monitoring should be 
developed by FWS and St.ate resource agencies to accomplish this. 

219. DerIDe geogrnphkal boundaries of breeding aggregations. 

It is not known whether lloggerhead nesting populations along the southeastern 
United States coast and Gulf of Mexico represent separate breeding aggregations 
or are one large breeding population. This has direct management implications. 
If nesting populations are segregated even loosely into demes, smaller populations 
in GA, SC, and NC and west coast Florida would be eVlen more vulnerable to 
extirpation. FWS should support research to define breeding populations within 
and outside the United States. As a management approach and until otherwise 
determined, it should be assumed that nesting populations are segregalted. 

22. Protect and manage populations in the marine environment. 

Management and protection of sea turtles in the marine environment is a difficult task. 
The foremost problem in management and conservation of sea turtles is the lack of basic 
biological information. To adequately protect and enhanoe survival of sea turtles, we 
must know where they occur, in what numbers, at what times; and what factors 
contribute to mortality. As sources of mortality are identified, steps can b<~ taken to 
reduce or eliminate their impacts on populations. 

221. Determine loggerhead distribution, abundance and status in the maJtine 
environment. 

In efforts to recover thn~tened or endangered species, it is necessary to ensure 
the survival of all life stages. In the case of se2l turtles which exhibit great 
longevity, it is important Ito protect all age classes so that a sufficient number of 
individuals survivl~ to re<llch sexual maturity. To effectively enhance survival, the 
most critical information needed is when, where and in what abundance, turtles 
may occur over the various stages of their life cycles. 
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2211. Determine Sf~onal distribution, abundance, population characteristics 
and status in bays, sounds and other important m~rshore habitats" 

Loggerheads occur throughout the warm waters of the United States 
continental shelf, but little is known about specific habitat requirements or 
habitat fidelity, sc:~nal distribution and abundance, movements or 
growth. Research is needed to identify areas and times of turtle 
abundance, iilnd to answer basic biological questions about the species. 
Some important are:as that should be studied indude, among others: Cedar 
Key, Florida, Bay, and Indian/Banana River in Florida; Chandeleur Islands 
in Louisiana.; Chesapeake Bay in Virginia and Maryland; and inshore 
waters of Georgia, South Carolina, and North Carolina. Knowledge of 
when and where turtles may occur will allow NMFS to take appropriate 
steps to pro~ect various life stages. NMFS, FWS, COE, MMS and other 
Federal and State agencies should assist in providing needed information. 

2212. Determine navigation mechanisms, migratory pathways, distribution 
and movements between nesting seasons. 

Nesting migrations cUld subsequent dispersal of post-nesting females have 
been studied principally through tagging on nesting beaches. Movements 
and distribution of adult males and juveniles, which mayor may not 
migrate with the ft:males, have been virtually unstudied. 

Female turtles are 'kJl1own to return to nest in the same general areas at 2-, 
3- and 4-year intervals throughout their reproductive lives. Mechanisms 
which allow turtles Ito navigate over great distances and to exhibit nesting 
beach fidelity are poorly understood. Research is needed to dl~termine 
how turtles navigall(~, (olfactory, magnetic, visual) and what factors could 
negatively influence: this ability. NMFS, COE, MMS, FWS a!I1d other 
interested State and Federal agencies should fund appropriate research. 

2213. Determine lPresent or potential threats to loggerhends along migratory 
routes and on foraging grounds. 

Loggerhead foraging habitat appears to be highly correlated with the 
occurrence of crabs and mollusks. Unfortunately, these food items are 
most abundant in nearshore waters where commercial and recreational 
fishing, dredging, oil and gas activities and v(~sel traffic occur. Threats 
to migrating turtles are virtually unknown, because we have little 
information on pa1Jlways or mechanisms of migration. Before action can 
be taken to eliminate threats to sea turtles, we must know what factors 
may impinge on the survival of turtle stocks. Research is needed to 
determine when and where turtles may occur, and what activities in these 
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areas may negativ(~ly impact recovery of the species. NMFS, FWS, COE, 
MMS and other SI~lte and Federal agencies should fund needed research. 

2214. Determine breE~ding population origins for United States 
juvenile/subadult populations. 

To effectivdy manage sea turtle stocks and to determine the efficacy of 
nest protection aCILivities, it would be advantageous to have a means of 
determining the oJilgin of juvenile and subadult turtIes. Such knowledge 
could be of major imjX>rtance if progeny from specific nesting beaches 
exhibit different be~havior, movements or foraging ranges, than turtles 
from other beaches. Such differences could result in high mortality in 
some nesting populations, and low mortality rates in other jX>pulations. 
Appropriat(~ Federal and State agencies should fund this research. 

2215. Determine growtb rates, sex ratios, age at SE~xual matwmy and 
survivorshiip rates of hatchlings, juveniles and adlults. 

Knowledge of the :alge at sexual maturity is necessary if managc:~rs are to 
know when nest protection programs can be expected to show results if / 
successful. Extrapolation of growth rate data using growth c::quations 
currently provides the best although an indirect method to estimate age~ at 
sexual maturity. Growth data can also be used to assess and compare 
habitat quality. Direct aging methods using annuli in bones or other body 
parts may ultimately provide a better alternativ(~ and needs further 
research. Data on survivorship rates will be difficult to obtain for most 
life stages. To th(~ extent that this information can be collected however, 
it will enable managers to more fully evaluate management strategies 
utilizing more accurate predictive jX>pulation models. 

222. Monitor and reduce IDOJ[1ality from commercial and recreational r.sheries. 

Sea turtles are incidentally taken in several commercial and recreationallfisheries. 
For example, an estimaued 5,000 to 50,000 loggerheads were killed annually 
during commercial shrimp fishing activities prior to TED requirements. Other 
fisheries known or SUSIXx:ted to incidentally capture turtles include those 
employing bottom Itrawls, off-bottom trawls, purse seines, bottom longlines, hook 
and line, gill nets, traps, haul seines, jX>und nets " beach seines and surface 
longlines. 
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2221. Implement and enrorce TED regulations in all United States waters at 
all times. 

Regulations requiring shrimp trawlers greater than 25 feet in length to use 
TEDs in offshore waters during certain months of the year went into 
effect on MclY I, 1989. Boats less than 25 feet must either use TEDs or 
restrict tow times 1:0 90 minutes. On May I, 1990, inshore regulations 
went into effect. 'While these regulations are expected to have a positive 
impact on sUlrvival of the species, certain areas and times of the year have 
no TED requirement To provide the maximum protection to sea turtles, 
NMFS should amend the regulations to require TED's in all waters at all 
times, and c~nsure iliat all regulations are enforced. Appropriate State 
resource age:ncies should implement State year-round TED regulations for 
all State waters from North Carolina to Texas. 

2222. Provide tecbnology transfer for installation and use of TEDs., 

Some shrimp fishermen refuse to use TEDs and have made no attempt to 
learn about them. If improperly installed or adjusted, turtle mortality and 
shrimp losse~s can tx:: expected until nets are properly tuned. NM[FS, Sea 
Grant and State ag~~ncies should assist the industry in technology transfer 
for installatilon and use of TEDs. This service by Federal and Stite 
agencies should aidl lin the smooth transition to use of this new equipment, 
and will ensure ad~~luate protection of turtles. 

2223. Maintain the Sea Turtle Stranding and Salvage Network. 

Most accessible United States ~ches in the Atlantic and Gulf of Mexico 
are surveyed for st~alllded sea turtles by volunteer or contract pe:rsonnel. 
Through the Sea Turtlle Stranding and Salvage Network, stranding data are 
archived and summarized by the NMFS Miami Laboratory. These data 
provide an index IOf sea turtle mortality, and are thought to be a cost 
effective mc~s of evaluating the effectiveness of the TED regulations. 
These data also provide basic biological information on sea turtles and are 
useful in determining other sources of mortality. NMFS and FWS should 
continue systematic stranding surveys of index arc:2.S and support and 
augment the:: network. Periodic review of efficacy of surveys should be 
conducted. 

2224. Continue nesting population study at Little Cumberland and 
Cumberland Island, Georgia. 

A nesting popUlation study has been underway on these islands since 
1964. Becmse of the long-term nature of the study, and lhe 
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comprehensive tagging and survey protocol which has been employed, it 
is the only nesting beach in the United States with adult female 
survivorship data. This population is declining largely as a result of the 
heavy mortality from nearshore shrimp activities throughout the nesting 
season. Because this is the only population with known adult female 
survivorship data., these data precede the~ TED requirements, and 
shrimping mortality affects the nesting population directly, it is a unique 
opportunity to assess the effectiveness of TED uses directly on a nesting 
population with a minimum time lag. FWS and/or NMFS should continue 
funding of this project. 

2225. Evaluate impacts of Sargassum harvest on hatchlings and implement 
appropriate measures to avoid incidental take of hatchlings and 
destruction of pelagic habitat. 

Sargasswn harvest by surface trawling vessels operating off North 
Carolina is knO\\'Il to result in the incidental capture of loggerhead 
hatchlings. The potential significance of this activity may be great since 
hatchlings from nesting beaches all along the east coast are likely 
transported in Sargassum by the Gulf Stream, past North Carolina and 
across the Atlantic to developmental habitat in the eastern Atlantic. The 
extent of the harvest: and impacts to hatchlings and their pelagic habitat 
need to be: fully investigated by NMFS and NCDNR. Appropriate 
protective measures should be developed and implemented within 1 y(~ 
of the completion of the investigation. 

2226. Identify and monitor other rlSheries that may bE~ causing sil~nificant 
mortality. 

In addition to shrimp trawls, other types of fi.shing ,equipment have been 
implicated in the deaths of sea turtles. Of particular concern are bottom 
trawling ge.:u, gill nets, driftnets and longlines .. NMFS recently conducted 
an internal ESA Scx:tion 7 consultation on tlhe potential impacts to sea 
turtles of all types of fishing equipment in the Southeast, al11d 
recommended that observer coverage be initiated to documenlt take in 
several fisheries. This observer coveragc! should be implemenlted 
immediately by NMlFS or appropriate State resourC(~ agencies. 

2227. Promulgah~ regulations to reduce rlShery n~lated mortality. 

If any fisheries are found to result in significant take of ~L turtl,es, 
regulations to protect turtles should be published by NMFS and 
appropriate State resource agencies. 
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:~23. Monitor and reduce mOIr1:ality from dredging activities. 

The COE is congressionailly mandated to maintain United States navigational 
channels. To ensure that authorized channel depths are: sustained, periodic 
dredging is requin:d. Some types of dredges, particularly the hopper dredge, 
have been shown to takf~ sea turtles, and on a cumulative basis, this take is 
believed to be significant.. 

2231. Monitor turtle mortality on dredges. 

Turtle mortality can be documented by screening the~ inflows/outflows on 
a hopper dredge, by observation aboard a clamshell dredge, or by 
observing the discharge of a pipeline dredge. Presently, NMFS believes 
that few, if any, turtles are impacted by clamshell or pipeline dredges, but 
that the hopper dredge is a major problem. NMFS should require 
observer c()veragl~ and appropriate screening on all hopper dredge 
operations to document take and associated mortali~y. 

2232. Evaluate modificutioos of dredge dragheads or devices to reduce turtle 
captures, and incOlrporate effective modifications or devices inllo future 
dredging operations. 

Recent COE and NMFS experiments and photography of operating hopper 
dredges indicate that suction is greatest directly beneath the draghead. 
This suggests that turtles taken by hopper dredges must be resting on the 
bottom in the path of the dredge, and that mortality could be elliminated 
if turtles could be: moved 60 to 90 cm up or to either side. COE and 
NMFS gear specialists are attempting to design a -turtle deflector device
which will push turtles out of the dredge patlh. This research should be 
continued until an effective device is perfected. 

2233. Determine seasonality and abundance of' sea turtles at dredging 
localities, iilDd ensUlre that dredging is restricted to time periods with 
the least potentia.l for turtle mortality. 

Channels requiring maintenance dredging and in which turtles :are 
suspected to reside: should be surveyed by Ithe COE or Navy prior to 
dredging to determine when, where and how many turtles are pre:sent. To 
minimize the impacts to sea turtles, all dn;xlging activities should be 
conducted during times of lowest turtle densities. 
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224. Monitor and prevent advlelrse impacts Crom oil and gas slctivities. 

Oil can alter respiration, :)(~verely damage skin, interfere with or stop salt gland 
function and ultimately lead to the death of turtles. Tar balls pose a particularly 
serious threat to post-hatchlings and small juveniles since tar balls are frequently 
eaten and accumulate in the same driftlines which these life~ stages inhabit. 

2241. Detennine the en'eets of oil and oil dispersants on all life stages. 

Oil spills resulting from blowouts, ruptured pipelines, tanker accidents, or 
other accidents could have a major impact on the recovery of listed sea 
turtles. As evidenlC(~d by the recent Exxon catastrophe in Alaska, Federal 
and industry ability to respond to a major spill is woefully lacking. 
Therefore, It is essential that we have knowledge of the effects of oil and 
oil dispersants on all sea turtle life stages to allow adequate assessment of 
risks and implemtmtation of contingency plans should a major oil spill 
occur. MMS, F\~S, NMFS and the oil and gas industry should fund 
appropriate research. 

2242. Ensure that imp~u:ts to sea turtles are adequately addressed during 
planning olr oil ami gas development. 

In assessing the potential impacts of oil and gas activities, it is necessary 
to look beyond the exploration, development, production and abandonm<~nt 
of single wells, and consider the industry as a whole, In the Gulf of 
Mexico alone, the:rt~ are 4,500 existing offshore structures and thousands 
more projf(~ted over the next 20 years. These structures are linked by 
miles of underwatA~r pipelines, and are supported by fleets of vessels and 
aircraft, Production .and storage facilities onshore supply refmed products 
for tanker transport and land transport thrOlughout the country. The 
chances of isolated accidents, when considering the eJljsting infrastructure, 
are very high. Additionally, the cumulative impacts of chronic discharges 
from thousands of independent structures could be significant. Explosive 
removai of structure,s during the abandonment phase of these activities has 
also been identifile(j as a potential source OIf mOrltality to sea turtles. 
NMFS, MMS, F\~S, and the oil and gas industry should take whatever 
actions are necessary to ensure that adequate precautions are taken to 
avoid impacts to se.a turtles. 
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2243. Determine sea turtle distribution and seasonal use of marine habitats 
associated with oilland gas development areas. 

Oil and gas activities occur over vast areas of the Gulf of Mexico and 
southern North Atlantic. Recent technologkal advances have made it 
possible to conduct exploration and development activities in deeper 
waters. Despite the continuing offshore movement of the industry, litde 
effort has been e'tp(~nded in determining distribution, abundance and 
seasonality of various life stages of sea turtles in offshore waters. MMS 
and NMFS should fund needed research to evaluate the effects of oil and 
gas activities on th,e recovery of sea turtles in offshore waters. 

225. Reduce impacts from entmglement and ingestion of persistent marine debris. 

Ingestion of marin(~ debris and entanglement of marine organisms in discarded 
nets, monoftlament lines and ropes has received considerablle attention im recc:~nt 
years. Young, pelagic-stage turtles are particularly vumerable to ingestion of 
persistent materials.. AddWonally, entanglement in nets, ropes, and monoftlam(~nt 
lines may be a source of mortality to all life history stages. 

2251. Evaluate the exteDlt of entanglement and ing«~ion of persistent marine 
debris. 

Limited information on the frequency of entanglement and ingc~stion of 
marine debris by sea turtles is available. Stranding data and necropsies 
have provided evidence that some turtle mortality has resulted from 
ingestion of debris .. Additionally, stranded turtles have been ent.:111gled in 
lost or discarded ne~tting, monoftlament lines and ropes. NMFS, FWS and 
EP A should expand efforts to document cases of entanglement and 
ingestion, the extent. of marine debris in United Stau~s waters, sources of 
these contaminants, and the impacts of these materials to various life 
stages of sea turtle populations. 

2252. Evaluate tbe effects of ingestion of persistent marilne debris on heallth 
and viability of s«::.a turtles. 

In addition to mortal~ty resulting from ingestion of plastics, hydrocarbons, 
or other toxic substmces, debilitating non-h!thal impacts are possible. 
Research is needed to evaluate the long term effects of ingestion of marine 
debris, particularly with regard to hatchlings during early lifc~ stages. 
These turtle~s are beJieved to congregate in areas of debris concentration 
such as driftlines. NMFS, and EPA should fund this research. 
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2253. Detennine and impllement appropriate measures to reduce or eliminate 
persistent marime debris in the marine environment. 

Marine debris may originate from land or sea, primarily through careless 
disposal of non-biodegradable refuse. Suspected sources of these 
materials are large transJX,>rt vessels pumping bilges and discarding 
garbage, commercial and recreational fishermen, oil and gas platforms, 
beachgoers and clI"uiseliners. To eliminate the problem, the plllblic must 
be educated on the long-term consequences of using the oo~s as a 
garbage dump. Point sources of JX,>llution must be identified and 
eliminated by EPA, Coast Guard, State and Federal agencies. 
Appropriate agencies should vigorously enforce MARPOL regulations. 
NMFS should promulgate regulations governing abandonment of fishing 
gear, and imJX>se severe penalties for discarding these materials. 

226. Evaluate mortality from recreational and commercial motor vesselc;. 

The National Academy of Sciences estimates 50 to 500 loggerheads may be killed 
annually by boat sImes (Magnuson et a/., 1990). Between 1987 and 1989,6 to 
9 percent of stranded sea lturtles along the United States Gulf of Mexico and 
Atlantic had evidence of injuries sustained by boat strikes. While some injuries 
may occur post mortem, the prevalence of sea turtles wilth injuries suggests a 
significant problem in some locations. Coastal State f(~source agencies and 
NMFS should evaluate available data and develop better assessment methods to 
determine if measures such as speed regulations are needed in specific llocalities. 

227. Maintain law enforcement efforts to reduce poaching in United States waters. 

megal directed fishing for sea turtles in United States waters is not bdieved to 
be a major problem. However, incidental take and subsequent consumption of 
turtles may be a larger problem than suspected among certain groups of 
fishermen. NMFS, F\\TS, and State resource agencies should increase law 
enforcement efforts to a.rr(~st and prosecute fishermen possessing S(;~ turtles 
illegally. 

228. Centralize administration and coordination of tagging Jllrograms. 

Sea turtle researchers commonly tag turtles encountered during their research 
projects, and usually maiJrlltain independent tagging data bases. Th(~ lack of 
centralization for adminislte~ring these tagging data bases ofte~n results in (~nfusion 
when tagged turtles are r1ecaptured, and delays in reporting of recaptures to the 
person originally !tagging the turtle. NMFS and FWS should investigate the 
possibilities of esta.blishing :a centralized tagging data base. 
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2281. Centralize tag series records. 

A centrali~xJ tag series data base is needed to ensure that recaptured 
tagged turtl(~ can lx~ promptly reported to persons who initially tagged the 
animal. The tag seriles data base would include listings of all tag series 
that have b<~n pla.ced on sea turtles in the wild including the name and 
address of the researcher placing these tags on turtles. This would 
eliminate problems in determining which researcher is using which ltag 
series or types of tags, and would precl1.llde unnecessary delays in 
reporting of tag rletums. NMFS and/or FWS should establish and 
maintain this data base. 

2282. Centralize turtle tagging records. 

In addition to the n(~xl for a centralization of ltag seriles records, there are 
advantages in devdoping a centralized turtle tagging data base. Such a 
data base would allow all turtle researchers to trace unfamiliar tag series 
or types to their source, and also to have immediate access to important 
biological information collected at the time of original capture. The major 
disadvantage is that this data base would n:quire frequent editing and 
updating, and would be costly and somewhat time consuming to maintain. 
It would also mak(~ it possible for unethical researchers to exploit the work 
of others, while providing no guarantees that such contributions would be 
acknowledged. NMFS and FWS should determine whether such a data 
base can be: established and is feasible to maintain . 

. 229. Ensure proper care of sea turtles in captivity. 

Loggerheads are maintained in captivity for rehabilitaltion, research or educational 
display. Proper care will ensure the maximum numb€~r of rehabilitated turtles can 
be returned to the wild llLnd a minimum number removed from the wild for 
research or education purposes. 

2291. Develop standards for care and maintenance including diE~t, water 
quality and tank size. 

None of these requirements has ~n scientifically evaluated to determine 
the best possible captive conditions for loggerheads. The FWS and 
NMFS should support the necessary research to develop these criteria 
particularly relating to diet. These criteria should be published ;and 
required for any penmit to hold sea turtles in captivity. FWS, NMFS and 
appropriate: State resource agencies should inspect permitted facilities at 
least annually for compliance with permit requirements. 
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2292. Develop manual j~(Jlr treatment of disease and injuries. 

FWS and ]~S should determine disease probl1ems associated with 
captive sea turtles and publish a manual on the diagnosis and treatment of 
such di~~s. TIus manual should also include tr~~tment for common 
injuries. This will improve rehabilitative Sl11ccesS and captive: care of 
research and displ:ay specimens. 

2293. Establish catalog for all captive sea turtles to enhance utilization Cor 
research and educaltion. 

Currently captive sea turtles are being held at ove~r 50 facilities. The 
FWS and NMFS should establish a catalog and act aLS a clearing house to 
ensure captive specimens are utilized efficiently to diminish the need for 
removing addition-all specimens from the wild. 

2294. Designate rehabilitation facilities. 

FWS and NMFS in coordination with the appropriate State agencies 
should designate n~habilitation facilities for Atlantic and Gulf Coast states. 
Designation. should be based on availability of veterinary persormel with 
expertise or expeJience in reptilian care and! the institution's ability to 
comply with care and maintenance standards developed in step 2291 
above. Each facility should be inspected by a team including ell NMFS, 
FWS, and appropriate State representative prior to its designation a., a 
rehabilitation facility. Inspections should be conducted at least annually 
thereafter. 

3. Information and education. 

Sea turtle conservation requires llong-term public support over a large geographic area. 
The public must be factually informed of the issues particularly when conservation 
measures conflict with human activities such as commercial tiisheries, beach development 
and public use of nesting beaches. Public education is the foundation upon which a long
term conservation program will :succeed or fail. 

31. Provide slide programs BInd information leaflets on sea turtle conservation for 
general public. 

The FWS has developed a. bi-lingual slide tape program on sea turtle conservation 
and should keep thc~ program current and available for all public institutions. The 
FWS and State resource agencies should continually update and supply the public 
with informational brochures on sea turtle ecology and conservation ne:eds. 
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32. Develop brochurE~ on n~:ommended lighting modifications or measures to 
reduce hatchling disorientation and misorientation. 

Most lighting ordinances require lights be shut off or modified to preve~t dinect 
lighting on the nesting beach. However, it is not always clear what types of 
light, screening or shading work best and the appropriate use of low pressure 
sodium lights needs to be cllearly explained. The FWS, NMFS and State resource 
agencies should jointly develop and publish a brochure or booklet with 
recommended lighting fixtures, lights, shading modifications and operational 
constraints. 

33. Develop public service announcements (PSA) regarding the sea turtle 
artificial lighting conflk1t, and disturbance of nesting activities by public 
nighttime beach a.ctiviti4~. 

A professionally produced public service announcement for radio and TV would 
provide tremendous SUP]X)It and reinforcement of the many coastal lighting 
ordinances. It would gen(~rate greater support through understanding. The FWS, 
and State resource agencies should develop a high quality PSA which could be 
used throughout the Southeast during the nesting season. 

:34. Ensure facilities permiltted to hold and display captive sea turtles h~lve 

appropriate informational displays. 

Over 50 facilities are pennitted to hold sea turtles for rehabilitation, research Cllnd 
public education. Many (lre on public display and afford opportunities for public 
education. Display of accurate information on the basic biology and conservation 
problems should be a requirement of all permittees. Alll facilities slhould be 
visited by FWS, NMFS and the State permitting ag(~ncies to ensure captive sea 
turtles are being displayed in a way to meet these criteria . 

. 35. Develop standard Critf~ria and recommendatiolllS for sea turtle nesting 
interpretive walks. 

Sea turtle walks are popular with the public and afford tremendous opportunities 
for public education or, if poorly conducted, misinformation. State permitting 
agencies and the FWS should develop standards for permittees conducting walks. 
These objective criteria should be used to evaluate se<l turtle walks to ensure they 
are professional, provide~ accurate biological information, convey an accur.ate 
conservation message, and are a positive experience. Just as importantly they 
should not cause unnecessary or significant disturbance to nesting turtles. 
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36. Post infonnation signs at public access points on important nesting beaches. 

Public access points to important nesting beaches provide excellent opportunities 
to inform the public of n~:essary precautions for compatible public use~ on the 
nesting beach and to develop public support through informational and ~ucational 
signs. NCDNR, SCWMRD, GDNR, FDNR, FWS, NPS and other appropriate 
organizations should! post such ~ucational and informational signs on important 
nesting beaches as appropriate. 

4. International cooperation. 

41. Develop international agreements to ensure protection of life stages which occur in 
foreign waters. 

There is compelling evidence that post-hatchling loggerheads from United States nesting 
b<~ches spend several years as juveniles in a transatlantic developmental stage. In the 
e<LStern Atlantic (Madeira, Azores and Canary Islands) small juveniles « 40 em) are 
exploited for curios and food. Larger juveniles are common throughout the Bahamas 
where exploitation for food also is common. Populations in coastal waters of Cuba and 
Hispaniola likely originate from United States populations. Pro~1ting loggerheads on 
United States nesting beaches and in United States waters ther(~fore is not sufficient alone 
tOi ensure the continued existence of loggerheads. The NMFS and FWS should develop 
cooperative international agreements and programs with the governments of the B.:'lhama'i, 
Portugal, Cuba, Haiti, Dominican Republic, Spain and other countries where loggerheads 
originating from United States nes:ting populations occur. 
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m. IMPLEM:ENTATION SCHEDULE 

Priorities in Column 4 of the following Implementation Schedule are assigned as follows: 

Priority 1 - An action that must be taken to prevent extinction or to prevc~nt the species from 
declining irreversibly in the foreseeable future. 

Priority 2 - An action that must be taken to prevent a significant d(~line in ~es 
IX>pulationihabitat quality or some other significant negative impact short of 
extinction. 

Priority 3 - All other actions necessary to provide for full recovery of the species. 
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GENERAL CATEGORIES FOR IMPLEMENTATION SCHEDULES 

Information Gathering - I or R (research) 

1. Population status 
2. Habitat status 
3. Habitat requirements 
4. Management techniques 
5. Taxonomic studies 
6. Demographic studies 
7. Propagation 
8. Migration 
9. Predation 

10. Competition 
11. Disease 
12. Environmental contaminant 
13. Reintroduction 
14. Other information 

Management - M 

1. Propagation 
2. Reintroduction 
3. Habitat maintenance and manipulation 
4. Predator and competitor control 
5. Depredation control 
6. Disease control 
7. Other management 

Acquisition - A 

1. U!a.Se 
2. Easement 
3. Management agreement 
4. Exchange 
5. W'ithdrawal 
6. Ft~ title 
7. Other 

Other - 0 

1. Information and education 
2. Law enforcement 
3. Regulations 
4. Administration 
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IMPLEMENTATION SCHEDULE 

Loggerhead Turtle (Recovery Priority#7C) 

lGeneral ,Ta.k lTaak , Responsible Eatimated Fiacal Vear Ca.ta $000 ,Comment.' 
I Category i Plan Task i Number i monty jDuriilion I Agency ICtiii&iit 1 Fj' 2 I Fy 3 I Fy 4 I Fy 5 I NOlO: 

I M·3 I Implement and evaluate , 1111 3 I continuing COE 1 1 ,No .. tlmate; co.ta to 

I ,beach tilling , I , I I be born. by .pecific 

I I I I I I I nouriahment project. 
, I , , I I I 
I R-3 I Evaluate sand cheracter- , 1112 2 I 4 year. COE 135 35 35 135 I 
I I istica re'.tive to hatch I I I J I 
I lauccees and neating , , I I 
I ,behavior , , I I 
I , I , , I 
, M-3 I R&-8stabliah dun .. and I 1113 2 I continuing COE I I No .. timate; caeta to , ,native vegetation on , , , ,be born. by ItpeCific 

J bGaCh nouri.hment I ! ! nouriahment project. I 

I projects I , , 
I I , 

I M-3, R·3 I Evaluate •• nd tranafer I 1114 3 I continuing COE I Routine 

I I·yatems I i i , , I I i 
I 0·3, M·3 ,Evaluate ourrent law. on , 1121 I oontlnulng FONR, GONR. I Routine , ,beach armoring I r I SCCC, NeONR I , , I I I 
, 0-3, M·3 ,Enforoe laWI r~ulatlng , 1122 , oontlnulng FONR, GONR, ,Routine , I coaatal con.truction I I SCCC,NCONR , 
, I I I I 
I M·3 ,Enaur. failed erosion , 1123 2 I continuing FONR, GONR, JRoutin. 
I loonttcN m ... ur •• er. I I SCCC,NCONR I , I removed I , I , I I , I 
I M·3 ,Develop standard requir. , 1124 3 I 1 year FONR, GONR, I Routine; by 1-93 

I 'menta for .and fence I I secc, NCONR I 
I I construction I I FWS I 
I I J I I 
I M-3 I Enluate and mitigate I 1131 2 I 3 - 5 y.ar. I No .. timet. few mitig.tion 
i i eroaion on Cape iaiand, i i I cost. w ... .ich iii& ~ ...... t 
I ISe I I ,on r .. ult. of evaluation 

I I I I I recommendation. 
I I I I I 
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IMPLEMENTATION SCHEDULE 
Loggerhead Turtle (Recovery Priority#1C) 

I General I ITaak I ITaak I Reaponaible eatimated Fiecal Y.ar Co.t. $000 I Commentel 
I Category I~an Taak ! Number ! Priority !Ouretion !Agency !CYrrlWlt ! Fy 2 ! Fy:1 ! Fy 4 I ~u .. I Neta I • , -

I M-3 I Identify other important I 1132 3 , continuing I FONR, GDNR, I Routin.; mitigation COIIta to be , I neating beachea with I I , SCC, NCDNR, ldetermined aft. w.ru..tjon of ",., 

I laevere eroaion , I I FWS I identified bNch .. 

I I I I 1 I I 
I M-3, A-2 1 Acquire neating beaches I 1141 I 5 vear. FWS 2 M I 15 M I 10 M I 10 M ,,0 M ITotal .. tim.ted C08ta 
I A-3, A-6 I between Melbourne .nd I I FONR 10 M I 10 M I 10 MilO M I 5 M lof acqulaition - 90M 

I IVYabas80 Beach, FL I I I I , , I , I I , , I I I , 
I M-3, A-2 ,Evaluate etatua of I 1142 2 I 2 year. FONR , , I I Coata will be •• eod.ted 
I A-3, A-6 I Hutchin.on laland. FL I I FWS I I I 'with aoqui.ltlon If identified 

I land develop long-term I I , 
I I 'in protection pI~; 

I I protection plan I I I I I ! recommendationa by 1-91 

I I 1 I I , , 
I M-3 I Evaluat. atatua of other I 1143 2 I 1 V." FONR I I IRoutln. 
I I Important n.ath", I I GONR I I I 
i Ibeecnea SC\&/MRD i 

I 

I I I I 
I 

, M-3 I Remove e)(otic vaget.tion 115 3 , continuing FWS 5 I 5 I 5 5 6 I , lat Hobe Sound NVYR, FL. I FDNR 5 I 10 I 10 10 10 I , I St. Lucie Stat. Park. FL , NPS , 
I I 

I land other important I ! I I , ,neating beach •• I , , 
I I I I I 
, R-2. R-3 ,Identify Import.nt 121 2 10-15 v.ar. NMFS. FDNR, I I ,Funda ar. Identified , I marine fortlging habit.t NCONR, GONR, I I ,under 2211 becau.. of , I TPW, ADNR, I I I r .... rch OY.tap with , I lDVVF, VMRC I I I population .tudi .. , , SCVVMRO, MOW I I I 
I I I I 
I M·3. 0-3 I Prevent degradation and 122 :3 cOI,tinulng NMFS, EPA, i I Routin. 
I I improve water quality of COE. FWS. CZM, , , 
, ,important marine habitat coastal resource I I 
I I agenol •• ! 
I I I I I 
, M-3, 0-3 I Prevent habitat degrada- 123 3 , continuing , NMFS, coastal I ,Routin. , I tion from fiaheriea gear , I resource I I 
I , , , egenci .. 

I , , , 
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IMPLEMENTATION SCHEDULE 
Loggerhead Turtle (Recovery Priority#7C) 

I General \T .. k \ ITask I Responsible Estimated Fiscal Year Coata $000 I Comments' 
I Category IPlan Task 1 Number 1 Priority I Duration I Agency I Current 1 FY 2 I FY 3 I FY 4 I Fy 5 I Not .. 

I M-3 i P'fovent niitritiit daa'lii.iC- .... ,. ~ ; CCif.tifiui .. g 1 MMS, CCf. P: .... s I i jRoutine '''-' oJ 

I tion from oil and ga. I I I I 

I activities I 1 I I 
1 1 I I 1 

M-3 I Prevent habitat deatruo- 125 3 I continuing I CaE, EPA, 1 1 1 1 Routine 
1 tion from dredging I I FWS 1 1 1 1 
I 1 I 1 1 1 1 

1-1 I Monitor trends in 211 I continuing I FWS I 160 200 1200 200 1200 I co.t. Inolude 
nesting activity I I FDNR 1 50 100 1100 100 1100 lactivlti .. In 

I I GDNR I 10 20 20 20 1 20 1212 lind 2' .... 
I I SCWMRD I 10 20 20 20 I 20 I 
1 1 NCDNA I 10 20 20 20 I 20 I 
I I USAF 1 50 50 50 50 I 50 I 
I USMC I INo .. tim.tet 
I NPS eo 60 eo 60 I eo 
1 FPl 50 60 50 50 I 50 

I Dede Co., FL 1 INo .. timate 
t Jupiter 1.1., Fl iNo .. tim ate I 

i I Boca Raton, Fl INo .. timate 

I I Juno, Fl INo .. tim ate 

1 I I 
I 1-1, M-4 I Evaluate ne.t .ucc ... t 212 I continuing .ame •• 211 I C o.t. Included In 211 

I and implement ne.t I I 
1 protection me .. ur .. I I 
I I I 

R-14, M-71 Determine influence of I 213 2 1 4 year. I FWS 20 20 
1 tidal inundation and foot I 1 I FDNR 20 I 20 
I traffic on hatoh .ucoe .. 1 \ 

I I 1 I 
R-14, M- 7\ Determine hatchling 1 2141 2 I 2 y •• r. USAF I 110 

lorient.tlon mechani.m. I I KSC i 75 
land diaper.al pattern. I I CPA I 25 

I I I NMFS 

I I I FWS 

I I I i 
M-7, 0-3 /Implement and enforce I 2142 2 I continuing NC, SC, GA, INo .. timate 

I lighting ordinance. I 1 and Fl ooa.tal I 
I I I counti .. and I 
i I I citie. I 
I I I I 
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IMPLEMENTATION SCHEDULE 
Loggerhead Turtle (Recovery Priority#7C) 

I General I IT .. k I IT .. k I Responsible I Estimated Fiacal Va.r Co.ts .000 I Comments' 
I Category I Plan Task I Number I Priority I Duration I Agency I Current IFY2 IFY3 IFY 4 1Fy5 I Not .. 

I 1-14, M-7 I Eyaluate extent of hatch- I 2143 2 5 ye.rs I FWS, FDNR; 30 I 30 I 30 I 30 I 30 
I I ling disorientation on I I SCWMRD, 

I I important region.1 neating I I GONR, NCONR, 

I Ibeachea I INC, SC, GA, 

I I I I .nd FL co.st.' 
I I I I oountle. end , , I I citia. 

I I I 
10-3 I Evaluate need for Federal I 2144 3 FWS I Routine 
I I lighting regulations I I 
I I I I 
i M-7 i Develop lighting ~.i" i 2145 2 .. y •• r. DOD i No .. timet.; compiete by F"Y 92 
I I for Cape Canaveral I KSC I No •• timate; compiete by FY 93 
I I region and Patrick I CPA I No .. t'mate; compiete by FV 93 

IAFB. FL ! 
I I , 
10-2 ,Prosecute parti .. 2146 3 , continuing FWS ,Routine 
I I responsible for hatchling I NMFS I 
I I disorientstion I I I 
I I I I , 
I M- 7. 0-3 ,Control vehicular 215 3 I 5 ye.r. I FDNR ,Routine 
I 'traffic during nesting I I NPS , 
I land hatching s •• son I I NCONR I 
I I I , 
10-2 I Ensure c08st.1 con- 216 3 I continuing COE I Routln. 

,structlon 8ctivltle. I fDNR , 
'avoid disruption of I GDNR , 
, nesting/hatchling , SCWMRO , 
, activities I NCDNR I 
I I FWS , 
, I I 

0-2 ,Ensure law enfore. 217 3 , continuing FWS I Routine 
I ment activities eliminate , FDNR , 
'poaching .nd hara88ment , GDNR , 
, , SCWMRD I , I NCDNR I 
I , I 

R·14 ,Determine natural 218 3 I 10 years FWS ,Co.ta included 
I hatchling UlX r.tioit FDNR lin 211 
I GDNR I 
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IMPLEMENTATION SCHEDULE 
Loggerhead Turtle (Recovery Priority#7C) 

I General IT .. k I I Task 1 Responsible , Estimated Fiscal Ve.r Coat. $000 I Comments' 
I Category I Plan Ta.k I Number I Priority I Dur.tion I Agency 'Current I FY 2 ,FY 3 I FY 4 I Fy 5 I Not .. 

I R-l, M- 7 I Define breeding I 219 3 5 yearl I fWS i It>O i lDO i 150 i i60 
I Ilggregationl I I i I I I 
I I I I I I I I 
I R-1 I Determine seasonal I 2211 15-20 yeaf. , NMFS, MMS, 12M 12M 12M 12M IT otal coat for , I distribution, abundance, I , COE, FWS, I I I , I all .genci .. 
I I pop. chafacteriltic8, .nd I I FDNR, TPW, I I I I I 
I Istatus in inshore and I I GDNR, , 

I , 
I I 

I I nearshore wate,a I I SCWMRD, I I I I I 
I I I I NCDNR I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I I 
I R-3, R-B, I Determine navigation 12212 2 5 y • .,. I NMFS 1250 1250 1250 1250 I T ot.1 OOlt for 
I R- 1 4, M- 71 mechanilms, migratory I I FWS I I I I 1.11 egenci •• , I pathways, diltribution I I MMS I I I I I 
j jand movement. i • ,..."r=. I I I '"'VI!;; I I 

I I I I I I 
1 R-l, M- 7 I Determine threat. along 2213 2 continuing I NMFS I I I INo •• timata 
i I migratory route. and on I FWS I I I I 
I Iforaging grounds I COE I I I i 
I I I MMS I I I I 
I I I I I I I 
, R-14, M-71 Determine breeding pop- 2214 3 5 year. I NMFS I I I I Co.t. Included 
I I ulation origin. for U.S. I FWS I I I lin 219 
I I juvenile/subedult I State relource I I I I 
I I population. I agenci •• I I I I 
I I I I I I I 
I R-l, R-6 I Determine growth rat •• , 2215 2 10-20 y.ar. INMFS, FWS, St.ta 1200 200 1200 200 I Additional ooat. In--
I lage at •• xua' maturity, Ir •• ource I I I eluded In 2211 
I Ilurvivorship rat .. I l8Oenol •• I I I 
I I I I I I I 
I 0-2, 0-3 I Implement .nd enforce 12221 I continuing I NMFS I I I Routin. 
I M-7 I TED regulationa ! ! I State r •• ource I I I 

I I I I agenci .. I I I 
I I I I I I I I 
10-3 I Provide technology 12222 3 I continuing I NMFS I I I Routine 
I 1 tranafer for In.tal- I I I St.ta ••• grant I I I 
I Ilation and u •• of TEDS I I I egenci .. I I I 
I I I I I I I I 
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Loggerhead Turtle (Recovery Priority#7C) 

I General ITaak I ITaak I Rasponaible Eatimated Fiecal Year Coata $000 I Commenta' 
I Category I Plan Task I Number I Priority I Duration I Agency I Current IFY2 IFY3 IFY41Fy5 I Not" 

I 1-1, 1-14 I Maintain .ea turtle 12223 2 I continuing I NMFS, FWS 

I Istranding network I I I coastal Stata 

I I I I I resource 

I I I I I agenciea 

I I I I I 
I 1-1, 1-14 I Nesting pop. study 12224 3 I continuing I NPS I 10 I 12 I 12 I 12 I 12 
I M-7 I Cumberland Island, GA I I I FWS 

I I (TED evaluation) I I I 
I I I I I 
I 1-14, 0-3 I Evaluate impacts of 12225 2 I 2-3 yaars I NMFS I 10 I 10 I 10 

I ISal'{lassum harvest on I I I NCDNR 
i hatchlings and impiement i 
I appropriate measurea I I: 
I I I 

1 1-1, 1-14 ! Monitor other fisheries 2226 2. I 4·5 year. ! NMFS 120 , 1'JO I 1'Jn 1'Jn I ._- I ._- ._-
I M-7 I causing mortality I State resource 

I I I agenciea 

I I I 
I I I 
I 0-3, M-7 I Promulgate raguletions to 2227 2 I continuing I NMFS I Routine 
I I reduce fishery related I I State reaource I 
I I mortality I I agenciea I 
I I I I I 
I I I I I 
I 1-14, M-7 I Monitor turtle mortality 2231 2 I continuing I COE I No "tim ate; COE 
I Ion dredgea I I I NMFS I r"ponalble for OO8ta 
I I I I I I end NMFS f04' ov .. aight 

1-14, M-7 ! Evaluate modificationa of 12232 2 I continuing ! COE I 
I dredge drag heeds or I I NMFS I No .. tim.te; COE I 

I devices to reduce turtle I I reaponalble for coata 
I captur •• I I 
I I I 

1-1, M-7 I Determine seasonality 2233 2 I continuing I COE I No "timate; COE 
land abundance of turtle. I I USN I responsible for COllt.; 
I at dredging localities I I NMFS I cost. included in 
I I I lestimat .. in 2211 
I I I I 

R-14 ID.tarmlna effaot. of 011 2241 2 I oontlnulng I MMS I No allimate, MMS end 
I i and diaper .. nt. on ail I I NMFS IInduatry re.ponalbla 
I Ilif. stages I I FWS I f04' oOllta 
I I I I industry I 
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IMPLEMENTATION SCHEDULE 
Loggerhead Turtle (Recovery Priority#7C) 

jGeneral i ITaek (Task I Responsible I estimated Filcal Year Costs $000 I Comments' I 

[Category [Plan Task I Number I PriOf'ity I Duration I Agency I Current I FY 2 I FY 3 I FY 4 'Fy 5 I Notes 

I 0-4, M- 7 I En8ure impacts .re 12242 I 3 I continuing MMS I , , I I Routine 

I laddre .. ed during pl.n- I I I NMFS I I I I I 
1 I ning of oil and gas I I I industry I I I , I 
I ,development , I I , , I , I , I I I 1 1 , I , I 
I R· 1, M· 7 I Determine sea turtle 12243 I 3 I 3-5 year. MMS I I I I I Caet. included in 

I I distribution and I I t NMFS r , I I f •• timet .. in 2211 

I 'Beasonal use of marine I I I I I I I I 
I I habitats associated with I I I , I I , I , I oil and ga. development I , I I I I I I 
I I I I I I , I I I 
I R- 1, R- 1 2 I Evaluate extent of 12251 I 2 I 10 Va.,. NMFS 30 I 100 I 100 1100 1100 I 
I I entanglement/ingestion of I I I I EPA 1 , I I 1 
I I persistent marine debris I I I I i 
I I I I I I I 
r R-12 I Evaluate effect. of 12252 I 2 I 5 y •• ,s I NMfS I 50 50 50 50 

I ingestion of per!!!!!!!!!'!! ! ! ! EPA ! 
I I marine debri. on health I I I I 
I land viability I , I I 
I I I , I I 
I M-7, I Implement meaaures to 12253 I 2 continuing EPA I I INo .timate 
10-3 I reduce or eliminate I I USCG I I I 
I I persistent marine debris I I USN , I 1 
I I I I Stet. environ- I I I 
I I I f mental ~enciee , , I 
I I I , I I I 
11-14, 0-3 I Evaluate mortality from I 226 I 2 3 veer. NMFS I I I 
1 I recreational end I I State resource , , I 
I I commercial boat. I I lIgencle. I , I 
1 I I I I I I 
10-2 I Meintein !e\'\f enforoement ! 227 3 I continuing NMFS I ! !RoutIne 

I I effort. to reduce POlch- I I , I I 
I ling in United Stat •• wet •• I , I I 
I I I I I I I f I 
I 1·14, 0·4 I Centralize teg 12281 3 , 1 vear I NMFS I I I I Routine 
! laeries records I , I FWS I I I I 

I I I I I I I I 
I 1-14, 0-4 I Centralize turtle 12282 3 I continuing I NMFS 150 150 50 150 I 
I I tagging record. I I I FWS I I I I , I I I I I I I I 
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IMPLEMENTATION SCHEDULE 
Loggerhead Turtle (Recovery Priority#7C) 

I General ITask I ITask I Responsible Estimated Fiscal Vear Coats $000 I Comments' 
jCategory jPlan Task I Number I Priority I Duration I Agency I Current I FY 2 I FY 3 I FY 4 I Fy 5 I Not .. 

1 R-14, M-7\Develop atandarda fOf' 12291 3 I 5 y.ars I NMFS 20 20 20 
10.3 I care and maintenance I I I FWS 
I lof captive s.a turtles I I I 
I I I I 1 
I R-ll. M-el Develop manu.1 for 12292 3 I 1 year I NMFS 30 
I Itreatment of di ••••• I I I FWS 
I I I I I 
I M-7 I Establish catalog for all 12293 3 I continuing \ NMFS 
I I captive ..,. turtl •• I I I FWS I Routin. 
I I I I I I 
I I I I I I 
I M-7 ! Designate rehabilitation 12294 3 I Co.,tiiiLiii'ig ••••• r .... 

I I"Mr~ iRoutin. 
I Ifaoilltl •• I FWS I 
I I r I 
10-1 I Provide slide programs' 31 3 I continuing ! FWS I Routine 
i I inform.tion I •• fl.t. I I NMFS I 
i I I I State r .. source I 
r I r I agencies I 
I 1 I r I 
I 0-1, M-1 I Develop brochure on 32 3 I 1 year I FWS I Routine 
I I recommended lighting I I NMFS I 
I I modification. I I I 
r I I I 
r 0-1, M- 7 r Develop PSA on artificial 33 3 I 1 year I FDNR 10 I 
I I lighting problem I I FWS 10 I 
1 1 I I 
I I I I 
I 0-1 I Ensur. permitted faciliti .. 34 3 I continuing I FWS I Routine 
I I display turtl •• with I I NMFS I 

I 

I I educational displaya I I State r .. ourc. I 
I I I lagena .. I 
I I I I 
i 0-'. M- 7 i Devefop critwi. for ••• 35 3 1 yea, J FWS I Routln. 
I I turtle interpr.tative walk. I FDNR I 
I I I I 
I 0-1, M- 7 I Post educationallinforma- 36 3 continuing I NCDNR I Routine 
I I tional signs on important I SCWMRD I 
I I nesting beach .. I GONR I 

I I FDNR I I 
I I I 
I M-1. 0-8 I Develop intern.tional 41 2 continuing I FWS I Routine 
! I !tgt!!ements I t~MFS I 
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